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We don't like taxes.
Period. End of
statement.
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I'm sad and
I'm disappointed
and I'm hurt.
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Economic plan runs into turbulence
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
days of preparing the nation for
higher taxes, President Clinton is
coming forward with a stern economic package the White House
says will raise taxes on all
American households earning
more than $30,000.
The plan already is off to a
rocky start, but Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen said today he
confident the administration will
beat organized groups opposing
the plan.
"What you find after you've
been in Congress for awhile is
that there is there is a great deal
of difference between grassroots
and Astroturf," Bentsen said on
"CBS This Morning."

"We'll see the phone lines
jammed because that's the way
it's done these days and that's
too bad. But I think were going
to beat the special interest
groups."
Labor Secretary Robert Reich
also acknowledged there could be
some tough times ahead, but
expressed confidence the program
will be approved.
"In the short term, everybody
is going to be a little nervous ...
but ... if the public understands
that every American is going to
have to contribute ... then I'm
absolutely convinced that they're
going to get behind it," Reich
said on ABC's "Good Morning
America."

Even before Clinton formally
unveils his $500 billion deficitreduction package, controversy
over its tax features sent the
stock market reeling, produced
taunts from Republicans and put
the administration on the
defensive.
Both Bentsen and Reich
insisted they were not worried
about an 83-point decline in the
stock market Tuesday — the biggest drop in 15 months — in
what analysts said was a reaction
to Clinton's Monday night speech
in which he acknowledged there
would be tax increases in his
program, but failed to talk much
about spending cuts.
Bentsen said the stock market

is notoriously volatile and that it federal budget deficit — will
was more important to look at the benefit most Americans despite
bond market and interest rates. the pain of higher taxes.
He noted that long-term Treasury
"Most middle-class Americans
bond rates are at a 6-year low and ... (are) going to be much, much
that home mortgage rates are at a better off," he contended
20-year low.
Tuesday.
"Just 11 days ago you saw a
The president unveils his ecovery substantial run-up (in the nomic package in a nationally
stock market) in one day and I televised address to Congress at 9
didn't see a lot of comment about p.m. EST tonight.
that," said Bentsen.
The program, according to
Reich said the stock market is administration and congressional
"very short-term oriented" and sources, will contain a stiff new
predicted that "Wall Street, over energy tax based on heat content
the long term, we believe, is of various fuels — a tax that will
going to react very favorably." hit the middle class the hardest.
Clinton, himself, said the plan
Also going up: taxes on Social
— designed to produce jobs,
boost the economy and trim the •TURN TO PAGE 2

ET TU, BURFORD?

Sigma Tau rezoning request
will be addressed in meeting

Oxford-educated Chares Vere,
the Earl of Burford, seems
convinced that someone else
wrote for or under the name of
Shakespeare — namely, one of
Vere's ancestors, the 17th Earl
of Oxford. Vere will be on the
Murray State University campus Thursday to debate MSU
English professor Dr. Robert
Allen about who -was the true
author of Shakespeare's
works. Page 2A

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Start Writer

LADY LAKERS WIN
HICKMAN — Valerie Shelton
and Farrah Beach proved to be
a lethal back-court combination in the Lady Lakers' 59-51
win over Fulton County Tuesday night. Page 28

FORECAST

MARK MALKOVICH

Mostly cloudy and very cold.
Low in the mid teens. Light
northwest wind. Thursday,
partly cloudy and continued
cold. High again in the low
30s.

Acclaimed director
visits MSU campus

LAKE STAGES

The festival is approaching its
By GINA HANCOCK
silver anniversary season and
Murray Ledger & Times Steil Writer
Malkovich has been the director
What could Murray State Uni- for the past 19 years. He has
versity have to interest someone become world renowned for presenting young international artists
like Mark Malkovich?
The general director of the in their North American debuts.
Newport Music Festival, Malko- Over 100 young American artists
vich travels around the globe lis- have made their debuts there as
tening to the finest musicians in well.
The festival has also had
the world.
of world premieres of
dozens
He would be quick to tell you
what MSU has is two of his contemporary composers, as well
friends, president Dr. Ronald as rare discoveries of forgotten
Kurth and his wife Charlene. But minor masterpieces.
There had been some talk that
the campus also offered him a
Malkovich would tell MSU how
warm reception.
"It is wonderful here. I am so it could become a host to a music
impressed with the students. Ken- festival, but the only comment he
tuckians are modest by nature. made was, "If you have the
You don't know how good you enthusiasm for music that I have
are," he said Tuesday after a lec- and are a little bit mad, then you
ture to a group of music students. can run a festival."
Malkovich said there are many
Kurth said that Malkovich's
students at MSU who could be visit to the campus is a coup for
candidates for the Newport
Festival.
II TURN TO PAGE 2
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department •between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• •

Poll says affluent
Americans willing
to make sacrifice

Tuesday night's Murray planning commission meeting may
have been uneventful, but city
planner Don Elias assured the
members that next month's meeting would not be.
The commissioners didn't need
to be told. They have already
been receiving telephone calls
about a rezoning request from the
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity.
T1K fraternity moved into a
house at 102 S. 16th Street without seeking a zoning change.
Elias said the house was a multifamily residence with R-2 zoning
before the fraternity moved in.
Elias sent the organization a
letter Jan. 27 giving the group

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

KENTUCKY POLITICS

General Assembly hopes ethics bill
cleans up 'terrible image problem'
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky General Assembly
hoped to correct "a terrible
image problem" with passage of
an ethics bill for legislators, lobbyists and political campaigners.
Whether it succeeded in
cleansing the stain of a federal
corruption investigation was still
being debated when a special
legislative session ended Tuesday
night.
There was some fretting over
loopholes left unplugged. And
some citizens who monitored the
2V1 -week session called the final

bill "a sham" deserving veto. mission that could impose subBut that seemed to be a minority stantial fines on offenders.
The bill's passage came 10%
view.
months after FBI agents swept
"I think it's a very good bill
— far beyond what many of us through the Capitol, serving subexpected to get in this session," poenas for travel and financial
Senate President John "Eck" records of several legislators. It
was the public eruption of a cashRose said.
The bill would forbid legisla- for-influence investigation in
which six former legislators, an
tors to take gifts or free trips
from lobbyists and would put a ex-lobbyist and a former legislalimit on free meals and drinks. tive aide have pleaded guilty to
It put new restrictions on polit- charges involving bribery or
ical action committees, including perjury.
"We have all been painted
a cap — though arguably a
generous cap — on amounts can- with a broad brush," said Repudidates could accept from PACs. blican Sen. Dan Kelly of SpringTo enforce the new laws, there
would be an independent com- • TURN TO PAGE 3

PUBLIC OPINION

What do you think ofClinton's requestfor widespread economic sacrifices?

NEW YORK (AP) — About
half of affluent Americans polled
by Money magazine were willing
to pay more taxes to lower the
federal deficit, the monthly publication said in a survey released
Tuesday.
The eighth annual "Americans
& Their Money" survey illustrated a general willingness
among affluent households to
heed President Clinton's call for
sacrifice to help the country
prosper.
The poll was conducted soon
after the November election,
when sympathies for the president's economic vision were high
but before he laid out specific
steps of who would pay and how
much.
Since the election, the government has said the deficit is higher
than previously estimated. ClinMI TURN TO PAGE 3

RICHARD KEPNER
I don't think he should bother the
senior citizens or social security.
Their income is fixed. Everyone
else should chip in.

CAROLE SUMMERS
It will take longer to see if Clinton's plan works. It may take
widespread tax increases to get
the economy back. I'm not judging him too quickly.
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A list of improvements that
still have to be completed was
sent to the developer and he has
until March 8 to finish the work
before the city will call his bond
and complete the job for him.
•••=a1•11•!•

•

•

Randolph wants to construct
homes with zero lot lines on eight
lots. The project was set for public hearing.
A preliminary commercial subdivision plat was approved. The
development will be located on S.
4th Street at the site of the former
Murray Drive-In. Mac Fitts is the
developer.
The commissioners also
learned that the 18-month deadline for the University Heights
subdivision project expired Jan.
18.

• •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

•

until Feb. 5 to "cease" operation.
The sign proclaiming the location
the Sigma Tau Gamma house has
come down, but officials are not
sure if the fraternity is still operating there.
According to Elias, his office
has already received petitions and
numerous telephone calls about
the zoning.
He also told the group about an
annexation request that will be on
next month's agenda for a subdivision on N. 20th Street north of
KY 121. The property owners are
seeking an R-4 zoning
designation.
During the regular meeting, a
planned development project
advisory hearing was held for a
proposed development on Southwood Drive by John Randolph.
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TIM BRICKEY
I don't think people making over
$100,000 a year should have to
be penalized and pay more taxes
than anyone else. They worked
hard for their money like everyone else.

BRAD LOWE
If more taxes is what we need to
get out of this recession, I'm for
it. I don't like raising taxes, but if
that's what it takes...
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Here's how Clinton's economic plan is shaping up:

•.•-t

WASHINGTON (AP) — Most
details of the economic package
President Clinton is unveiling
tonight already have surfaced.
Here's how the plan is shaping
up.
OVERALL
Clinton will propose a fouryear, $500 billion deficitreduction package roughly
divided between new taxes and
spending cuts. In addition, it will
include a short-term, $31 billion
sweetener designed to boost job
creation, including $16 billion in
highway and other public works
projects and $15 billion in tax
breaks for businesses to help create private-sector jobs.
HIGHER TAXES
*An increase in the top individual
tax rate, from 31 percent to 36
percent. White House officials
say the higher rate will apply to
couples earning above $180,000
in adjusted gross income and
individuals earning over

$140,000. There will be an additional surcharge for household
incomes over $250,000, of about
3.5 percent.
.An increase in the top corporate
tax rate, from 34 percent to 36
percent.
'An increase in the personal
alternative minimum tax — the
minimum tax owed by taxpayers
with big deductions or a large
amount of tax-exempt income —
from the current 24 percent.
*Tax code changes to make it
harder for companies to give
executives "excessive pay."
•A broad-based energy tax, based
on the heat content of various
fuels. A separate gas tax has been
ruled out, as has a sales tax on
fuels.
*An increase in the percentage of
Social Security benefits subject
to taxation for retired couples
earning more than $32,000 a year
or individuals earning over
$25,000 — to 85 percent instead

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
F or

FROM PAGE 1
the university, noting that he
spent four days here.
Asked about MSU hosting a
festival, Kurth said such an event
would be an ambitious undertaking for the campus.
"But I have to be realistic
about the current state of funding.
We have other priorities, but if
the Regional Special Events Center ever gets off the ground, then
it might really work someday,"
Kurth said.
According to Malkovich, the
Newport Festival has a budget of
$750,000 a year. Yamaha is the
sponsor, pumping $150,000 into
the event. Over 140 National
Public Radio stations broadcast
the concerts. It is the director's
job to raise the other $600,000, a
third of which comes from corporate gifts.
Malkovich said he has given a
few lectures at New England
schools but nothing on the scale
that he would like to. His visit to
MSU gave him the rare
opportunity.

UPS Pick-Up
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LOWER TAXES
•A $15 billion investment tax
credit, part of the short-term stimulus program, to help small
companies make purchases of
machinery and equipment.
•A reduction in the capital gains
tax for investments made in small
businesses and held for five years
or more — probably to half the
current top 28 percent rate.
'Expansion of the earned-income
tax credit for the working poor. It

II Acclaimed...

otir Lon•cnience No‘‘ I niers

ship‘‘eckl‘ & Sa‘t !hone.%

of the current 50 percent. A
freeze on cost-of-living increases
was ruled out as a political
minefield.
•Overall, administration officials
say all households earning over
$30,000 a year should feel some
pinch. Still, Clinton has said that
70 percent of the additional
revenues raised by all the taxes in
his package will be shouldered by
people with incomes over
$100,000.

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489
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NO MERE RANCH
This three level home will delight and surprise you with its large
living spaces. Large walk-out basement with fireplace warmed den,
abundant storage areas and garage offer bonus space. Upper levels
features large kitchen,living room,four bedrooms,2 baths and good
storage space. Recent upgrades include a brand new gas pack, new
dishwasher, paint and wallpaper. See it today! $97,500. MLS 4619

KOPPERUD REALTY
733-1222

711 Main tit.
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•Includes up to 6 qts.
of Genuine Toyota oil.
• Genuine Toyota oil
filter and installation.
• Check of all fluid levels.

$16.95
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currently applies to families mak- Clinton.
ing under $22,370 who have 'Increased spending qn immunichildren. The White House has 7ation of children and AIDS
hinted that the credit — which research.
offsets both Social Security and 'An increase in funds for the
income taxes owed by the work- Head Start preschool program for
ing poor and can actually take the disadvantaged 3- and 4-year olds.
form of a grant to those with very •A long-term spending strategy
low incomes — will be expanded — Clinton calls this kind of
to cover household incomes up to spending "investment" — close$30,000.
ly tracking the expenditures on
•Tax breaks for companies that public works, high technology
invest in inner cities, a version of and other projects he outlined in
the urban enterprise zone propos- his campaign book "Putting Peoal that had been pushed by for- ple First." It is likely to start at
mer President Bush.
around $10 billion next year and
SPENDING INCREASES
grow to about $60 billion in
•A stimulus package of about 1997.
SPENDING CUTS
$16 billion for spending this year,
mostly on job-intensive projects •A cut in fiscal 1994 defense
such as highway and bridge con- spending of roughly $8 billion
struction, with some of the below the Bush administration's
•
money going to cities in the form plan, with even deeper'. cuts in
later years.
of increased block grants.
•A seven-month extension of •A cut in spending for some costadditional unemployment bene- ly projects, including the superfits, already announced by conducting super collider, a giant

Earl of Burford to
debate MSU's Allen
on authenticity of
Shakespeare works

•Economic plan runs...

Debating who wrote the
works of William Shakespeare
would seem to be about as fulfilling as debating who was
buried in Grant's Tomb.
But Oxford-educated Chares
Vere, the Earl of Burford,
seems convinced that someone
else wrote for or under the
name of Shakespeare — namely, one of Vere's ancestors, the
17th Earl of Oxford.
Vero will be on the Murray
State University campus
Thursday to debate MSU
English professor Dr. Robert
Allen about who was the true
author of Shakespeare's
works. The debate, which
begins at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of the Special Education
Building, is free and open to
the public.
According to Dr. Kenneth
Tucker of MSU's department
of English,. Vere contacted
Altai last, Ulf'and challenged
him to debate. Tucker believes
that Vero chose Allen . to
debate after reading news
coverage about Allen, who is
self-educated.
Tucker said theories have
abounded since the 1920s that
Shakespeare may not have
written works attributed to him
and that Vere has been one of
the leaders in the modern discussion of the subject. Currently touring the United
States with his theories, Vere
has appeared on several campuses and on the PBS program, "Frontline:*
"The debate should be both
entertaining and scholarly,"
Tucker said. "According to his
agent, the Earl prefers this to
be a lighthearted, entertaining
program. I assume the Earl is
totally sincere in his vie'ws."

KENTUCKY
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atom smasher in Texas: and possibly Space Station Freedom.
Some of the funds would be
shifted to areas like fiber optics
and other high-tech communications and manufacturing projects.
•A reduction in the federal work
force of 100,000 or almost 5 percent by 1995 and cuts in the
White House staff of 25 percent
within a year — already
announced.
•A reduction in administrative
costs of the government totaling
14 percent over the next four
years and a restriction in the use
of limousines, government aircraft and other perks by high
government officials — already
announced.
*About $55 billion in Medicare
cuts over five years. Nearly onethird of that amount — about 517
billion -- will come from extending Medicare reductions enacted
in 1990 that are due to expire
after 1995.

FROM PAGE 1
Security benefits for retired couples earning more than $32,000
and the top tax rates on wealthy
individuals and corporations.
A surcharge Clinton once said
he would impose on millionaires
is being expanded to families
earning more than $250,000 a
year. It will be roughly 3.5 percent, said the sources, who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The four-year plan will match
$250 billion in new taxes with an
equal amount in spending cuts. It
also boasts a $31 billion shortterm stimulus package divided
between job-intensive public
works projects and tax breaks for
businesses.
Despite extensive advance
work, the plan is being launched
in atmosphere of confusion and
criticism.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrial stocks tumbled on fears
that higher taxes would shortcircuit the economic recovery.
Clinton shrugged it off even
though it was the largest singleday fall since November of 1991.
-We don't like taxes. Period,"
said Peter J. Cando, chief investment strategist at Natwest Securities Inc.
Republicans seized on the tax
increases to remind Americans
that Clinton had backtracked on a
campaign pledge for a middleincome tax cut. "Hold onto your
wallets," said Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole.
And the administration found
itself trying to explain Clinton's

remarks in a televised address
Monday night that those earning
more than $100,000 a year would
pay 70 percent of the higher
taxes.
Did that mean individuals or
couples? First the administration
wasn't sure. Then White House
spokesman George Stephanopoulos said it would include households — covering a husband and
wife each earning $50,000, for
example.
By day's end, the White House
was saying the figure was arbitrary, and was generated by a
computer evaluation of the total
revenues in Clinton's tax proposals — including the energy tax —
measured against households
earning more than $100,000.
Actual tax rates wouldn't go
up until the threshold of about
$140,000 for individuals and
$180,000 for families was
crossed, said Clinton spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers. Then the
top tax rate would be 36 percent,
up from the current 31 percent.
Families making less than
$30,000 will be protected from
higher taxes by an increase in the
earned income tax credit, which
enables the working poor to get
money back if their income falls
below the level at which taxes are
owed, White House aides said.
Clinton will declare that,
absent any action, the deficit will
be $41 billion higher four years
from now than the gloomiest
Bush administration estimate, or
$346 billion, according to a
senior official. This year's deficit
is pegged at $327 billion.

Legislative board looking
into parole board practices
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
legislative committee is looking
into several questionable practices undertaken by the state Parole Board, particularly computer
use and voting by telephone. The
committee also questioned allegations of favoritism on the part of
board Chairman John Runda.
In addition to inquiries from
the Program Review and Investigations Committee, Kentucky
State Police and the attorney general's office are also investigating
the same issues the committee is
probing.
Runda said he believed allegations against him stemmed from
"personal vendettas."
In Tuesday's committee hearing, Runda answered questions
relating to,state employees having used parole board computers
to do work involving a Berea

nursing home he owned. Runda
told the committee Tuesday that
employees were paid for their
work, which was not performed
on state time.
Another issue discussed related
to a Parole Board member voting
by telephone. Member Larry Ball
was recorded as being present
and voting at a meeting Sept. 23
at a state prison in LaGrange, but
Ball was actually at another
board meeting in Eddyville.
Ball said he voted by telephone
on 31 revocation cases at La
Grange because a third vote was
needed. No one was paroled in
those cases.
Deputy Attorney General Brent
Caldwell said the move was
probably illegal, but Runda said
he didn't see anything wrong
with voting by phone.

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGINEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

CLASSES OFFERED:

TOYOTA

Low Intensity Step Aerobics

Mon.-Fri.
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.
5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

High Intensity Step Aerobics

Make-Up

Mon.-Thurs.
6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

For All Classes

753-4961

Leg length inequality is a oonditice in also been shown to lead to arthritis of the
which the two legs are actually of different hip joint itself.
Chimpractic treatnient for the correction
lengths This problem ocaus in about 10to
15% of the population where one leg has of misalignment of the joints of the pelvis
limply grown from 1/4" to 1/2' kaiser than and lower back, which so commonly war
the other This condition increases the with different leg lengths along with a lift
chance of developing low back pain by as pieced in the shoe of the short leg tide. is
much .i2 to 5 times the normal rate Leg often enough to corned even the most
length inequality may be the overlooked chronic back and hip pain
factor which prevents correction Si many
chronic low hack pain cases
Dr. Mary Broeilsgmeyar
The second most convnon problem
—Claropractor—
found in those with this imbalance is that of
olio
4
Fail an Hwy. 04
the
of
tick
hip or knee on 'be

Saturday 9:30 a.m.

For more information

OF MURRAY, INC.
515 S 12th St

Step Aerobics

LEG LENGTH INEQUALITY

call:

759-YMCA

pain tn the

longer leg Lang standing inequality has

753-2962
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III General Assembly...
FROM PAGE 1
field. "We have a terrible image
problem in this General
Assembly."
The bill, as negotiated by
House and Senate conferees,
would limit a lobbyist or lobbying group to spending SI00 a
year on food or drinks for a
single legislator. The House originally wanted a total ban on gifts
or meals from lobbyists, though
its version would have exempted
a lobbyist's employer.
Senate leaders said the final
bill, which would require lobbyists to file reports itemizing
every dime spent on each legislator, would accomplish the same
thing.
"We won't want our names to
appear (on lobbyists' reports) and
that's the practical effect," said
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington.
Rep. Bill Lear, one of the chief
drafters of the bill, said he spied
a loophole in its final version —
language that would allow a lobbyist to resign at the end of a
legislative session, register in

HEALTH BENEFITS MAY BE TAXED

WASHINGTON— The Clinton administration is considering taxing employee health benefits to help finance medical care for poorer Americans and
may also try to limit insurers' premium increases to bring down costs. President Clinton's health care task force is also discussing ways to extend Medicare limits on doctors and hospitals' fees to those they charge private insurance plans. Hillary Rodham Clinton, who heads the task force, spent more
than 3/
1
2 hours closeted in meetings with almost 60 members of the House
on Tuesday to discuss the reform effort. The White House acknowledged
that a senior policy adviser, Ira Magaziner, had written a memo outlining a
slew of possible tax increases to pay for the estimated $30 billion to $90
billion annual cost of extending coverage to America's 36 million uninsured.

WALL STREET QUAVERS

ER 'CALL TO ARMS'

NEW YORK — Wall Street answered Pibidit Clinton's economic "call to
arms" with its biggest drop in 15 months. 11IQpw Jones average of 30
blue-chip stocks fell 82.94 points Tuesday to 3, .49, or 2.44 percent.
Trading was heavy, with nearly 333 million shares changing hands on the
New York Stock Exchange. "The market's voting with its feet," said Peter J.
Caneio, chief investment strategist at Natwest Securities Inc. "We don't like
taxes. Period. End of statement." It was the largest point drop since Nov.
15, 1991, when the Dow average fell 120.31.

SPECIAL INTEREST LOBBYISTS 'ON ALERT'

WASHINGTON — With billions of dollars at stake, an army of lobbyists
already is laying the groundwork to battle President Clinton and blunt the
effect of tax hikes and spending cuts on special interests ranging from oil
giants to the elderly. "We're getting everybody on alert," said John Rother,
chief lobbyist for the American Association of Retired Persons, the powerful
lobby for older Americans. AARP's analysts will be working late tonight following Clinton's speech to Congress, trying to calculate what impact his
proposed tax hikes and spending cuts will have on AARP's membership.
They'll be trying to meet a Thursday deadline for getting the word out to 34
million retirees in AARP's regular newsletter. The National Beer Wholesalers Association, concerned about possible increases in excise taxes, has
written letters and talked with Clinton's economic advisers to argue that a
tax hike will destroy jobs, hit those least able to pay and rob states of an
important revenue source.

time for the next session and
escape having to report in the
interim.
Rose said he didn't remember
that being discussed by House
and Senate conferees, but "I
don't see that as a flaw in the

TIRANA, Albania — Muslims and Christians, including evangelicals from
abroad, are locked in a struggle for souls as this small Balkan state
emerges from Stalinist isolation in which religion was banned."We are part
of a religious war," said Paul Murray of the Albanian Encouragement Program, a liaison office for 30 evangelical missions active in Europe's poorest,
and until recently, most rigorously atheistic country. Murray, an Australian,
is among about 120 evangelical Christians working in Albania with familiar
missionary tools: food, medicine, clothing and hundreds of thousands of
Bibles. Muslim clerics accuse the foreigners of trying to buy souls in what
was a largely Islamic society before the Communists took over half a century ago.

HE'S A NICE GUY — BUT WHO NEEDS NICE GUYS?

LONDON— Britons still think he's nice, but not much else is going right for
Prime Minister John Major. A devalued currency, unemployment at a
51
/
2 -year high of 10.5 percent and royal scandals have combined with three
years of recession to induce what many see as a mood of pessimism, a sort
of national gloom. "We have a genius for running ourselves down," Major,
49, complained when he got back from the Middle East in January with a
$7.1 billion Saudi Arabian order for British Tornado warplanes. "... We need
merchant venturers, not merchants of gloom." But there is widespread
resistance to cheering up — and Major appears part of the problem. His
popularity was at a record high after he succeeded Margaret Thatcher in
December 1990. But in the 10 months since he led the Conservative Party
to its fourth successive national electoral victory, his popularity has plummeted. In a year-end poll by Gallup, Major's administration got the blackest
marks — 75 percent dissatisfied — for any British government since polling
began in the 1930s. The poll's margin of error was plus or minus 1.1 percent. Majorities of the 9,000 people questioned rated him as incompetent, a
loser, indecisive, incapable of uniting the nation, no longer to be trusted —
and a personally likeable, caring man who listens to others.

•

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. — The genteel drama "Howards End" and Clint
Eastwood's Western-with-a-conscience, "Unforgiven," were seen as favorites going into today's Academy Award nominations. The two movies had
more momentum than "A Few Good Men" or "Malcolm X," which were once
considered Oscar favorites but fared poorly in other recent awards, including the Golden Globes. Eastwood won the best director Golden Globe for
"Unforgiven," in which he plays a retired gunfighter who tries without success to escape his past and picks up his six-shooter for one last score.
Emma Thompson won the best actress Golden Globe for her role as the
independent wife in "Howards End," a movie about class consciousness in
Edwardian England. The film is based on the E.M. Forster novel.

Make ONE Stop Do It All
Fast Friendly Service • 76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery • Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS

Because lobbyist registrations

811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

are public record, "I would think
it would reflect very badly on
that person," Rose said.
Earlier Tuesday, about 20 people announced formation of a
group — Citizens for Ethical
Government — to monitor and
publicize lobbyist and campaignfinance reports.

R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON

Several had testified to House
and Senate committees, urging a
stringent bill. They were not
satisfied with the final product.
"Ethics legislation today is a
sham," said Paul O'Brian, a
retired IBM engineer from Lexington. The bill will still allow
lawmakers to "suck up to the
special interests, the PACs ... that
have
bought
our
up

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Monday thru Friday
Hours by Appointment
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

government."

• • •

Use of Campaign Funds — Limits spending to campaignrelated expenses. Prohibits use for such things as basketball
or Kentucky Derby tickets.
• • • •
Contribution Limits — All PAC contributors must be listed in
campaign-finance reports. Individuals who give more than
$100 must be listed. Current law allows contributions less
than $300 to be anonymous.
• • • •
Legislator-Lobbyists — Requires legislators to wait two
years after leaving General Assembly before becoming
lobbyists.
• • • •
Financial Disclosure — Requires legislators to list sources
of income, plus real estate, businesses, debts and investments over $10,000. Also requires financial disclosure reports
by candidates for governor.
• • • •
Enforcement — Creates nine-member commission appointed
by House and Senate leaders to enforce legislative ethics
laws. Gives board more power and staff to investigate violations. Legislators cannot be members, but retired lawmakers
could serve.

OSCAR NOMINATIONS RELEASED TODAY

208 E. Main
laLi
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DOW CORNING®
SILICONE PLUS
Premium 100% Silicone Sealant
•Adheres to moist surfaces
.Easy to use, and easy to clean up
•Excellent adhesion, long-lasting flexibility,
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•Available in White and Clear
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Gary Key
Dealer Coordinator

ton also has backed away from a

plan to cut taxes on the middle
class and is proposing some form
of tax increase.
Still, more recent surveys than
Money's have shown similar
willingness among the affluent to
pay additional taxes for the
nation's economic well-being.
The poll found 68 percent
would pay higher federal income
taxes to provide health care for
everyone; 51 percent would pay
more to improve public schools;
and 48 percent would pay more
to lower the federal budget deficit. But only 29 percent would
pay higher taxes to ensure affordable child care; and only 20 percent would pay more for a federal
jobs program.

DRIVING for EDUCATION

Sincerely,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
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EXAMINATION
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9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L Hoskin, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment.
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(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Buns
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Pkg. For
Return

we do all the paperwork

MCLANE R OUR OF CCE PC(CV PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSOLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A MONT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT V*404 S PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
AoyERnsEmENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.'

$30

White Bread

Bunny Return

FREE.

your

Cake Mix • Oats • Popcorn
Frosting • Cereals
Biscuit Mix • Angel Food Mix
All Flavor Drink Mixes

Frito-Lay
Chips

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can reheve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

CALL for

Bunny Return

Saltines
Murray Cookies

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

8-5
8-5
8-5
8-5
8-5
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Hospitality Corner

Vess Drinks
Pop-Ice

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

Store Hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

FREE

1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

Make Your Own
Copies

Thank you for taking a leadership role in our Chevrolet/Geo
"Driving for Education" program. You are pioneering an innovative concept that allows our dealership to actively help meet the
needs of the schools in our community.
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legislation."

Details of a legislative ethics bill passed 99-0 by House and
34-0 by Senate on Tuesday:
Wining and Dining — Forbids legislators to take "anything of
value," except food and drink, from lobbyists and their
employers. Limit $100 per year from any lobbying group. No
limit on receptions. Lobbyists and their employers must itemize all spending on legislators. Apparently could escape
reporting in periods between legislative sessions by withdrawing lobbyist registration, then refiling.
• • • • 4
Political Action Committees — Legislative candidates could
raise 35 percent of campaign funds for a primary and general
election combined from PACs. Or they could take $5,000, whichever is greater. Leftover money could be carried over to the
next election without counting against the limit. Maximum
amo
_ cuuntttao pe1
could contribute to PACs — currently $4,000
$ rssoo
o.
noc
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Letters to the Editor

•

Against genetic engineering infoods
Dear Editor:
How would you like to eat pig genes in your pasta, cantaloupe and
yellow squash containing virus and bacteria genes, potatoes with waxmoth and chicken genes, tomatoes with flounder and tobacco genes,
corn with firefly genes, even fish and pork with human genes? If the
biotech industry has its way, that is what will be appearing on grocery
store shelves in the summer of 1993.
Even worse, the Food and Drug Administration, which is charged
with protecting the health of consumers, has announced it will require
neither testing nor labeling for most genetically engineered foods.
At a time when laws have finally been placed to label products as to
content and truthful nutritional value, this tremendously lucrative
industry is playing God with our food at certain risk to some consumers. I believe that our Creator intended that pigs should be pigs, potatoes should be potatoes, and humans should be humans. We already
know that cross-species organ transplants fail. What can we now
expect from a new generation of high-tech foods containing genes spliced from one species to another?
If consumers don't speak up, we will have no way of knowing
which foods are genetically engineered. Vegetarians and members of
religions with dietary restrictions could unwittingly be eating fruits
and vegetables containing unlabeled genetic material from insects,
fish, fowl and other animals. Is this still the USA?
None of the modifications of genetically altered foods would
improve nutrition or taste. What they would do is extend shelf life,
make processing more profitable, and allow the crops to better withstand poisonous herbicides. Ex-President Bush refused to sign the
Biodiversity Treaty at the Earth Summit last year, maintaining that the
treaty would have a detrimental effect on U.S. biotechnology corporate expansion. What about a detrimental effect on human health and
our right to knowledgeably choose what we buy at the grocery store to
nourish our bodies?
In fairness, it should be mentioned here that there is unprecedented
support within the food and restaurant industries to boycott genetically
engineered foods. Since the FDA will not require labeling or safety
testing, even the government will not know which foods have been
altered or what toxicants and allergens they contain. Human-made
genetic mistakes will not be traceable to their source.
I recall a commercial some years ago — "It's not nice to fool
Mother Nature." It's equally not nice to fool the American consumer.
A word to Sens. Ford and McConnell and Rep. Tom Barlow expressing these sentiments could help.
For more information about genetic engineering, write: Pure Food
Campaign/1130 17th St. NW, Suite 630/Washington D.C. 20036.
Betty Duvall
207 North 16th, Murray
Mrs. Duvall — Thank you for your letter. Several of your arguments
are worthy of consideration, but please allow me to make a couple of
corrections. First, we do not 'know' that cross-species organ transplants fail; in fact, there are many people living today because they
have pigs' heart valves inside their chests. Second, you say 'none of
the modifications... would improve nutrition or taste,' yet it is generally agreed that the genetically altered tomatoes not only last longer but
taste better than hot-house tomatoes.
—Daniel T. Parker

4

This terrible weather:It's myfault
"The weather outside is
frightful,"
TAILOH 1.2 I) TOPICS
"And, oh, it's so delightful."
NO IT ISN'T!
For the record, any snow that
hits the ground after Dec. 26 is
not welcome. It's not pretty. It's
John P. Taylor
certainly not enjoyable. It is,
Ledger & Thes Staff Writer
though, colder.
Without checking with a Murray State University chemistry snowballs were flying in from all
professor, my assertion is snow directions with all trajectories.
that falls after Christmas tends to The walkways weren't fit for
be colder. No, I don't have a man nor beast. It was as if Sadstack of facts to support this dam had declared war on all
theory. Just take my word for it. I those carrying book bags on their
did get a C in chemistry, you shoulders. For the first time, the
school cafeteria was a welcome
know.
As some of you may have sight for those being pelted from
noticed, Murray was hit with a lofty "machine gun nests" atop
disgusting blast of mid-February Hart Hall. And although my viswhite junk. Most of the fluff and ion was somewhat blurred after
slush descended upon our roads, catching a tightly packed snowcars and homes Monday after- ball in the eye, I could have
noon. For lack of a better word, sworn Edward R. Murmw was
this junk created havoc, if not crouching down behind some
chaos for Western Kentuckians. cover reporting the event;
For example:
• Closings of all kinds spread
• People who normally know across the area like jam across
how to drive their vehicles sud- whole wheat. Those unlucky
denly left that knowledge at folks not tuning into their favohome by the yule log when head- rite radio station were forced to
ing to town. (I'll get back to the head to classes, meetings and
driving thing in a moment);
gatherings that were cancelled
• All out war broke out on the hours before. Stores were locking
Murray State campus, and CNN their doors quicker than S&Ls a
wasn't even there to report on it. few years back. I personally
Like incoming Scud missiles, attempted to find a place to eat

HERE AM I, PSAI2LE C.AT FIKON\
AAANSI.S,TIARUST UPCLoSE To
ALL IHE SiG CuES-11cMS 11.4A1
FACE ANkE Rr CA
OW Ti

•./

dinner, only to learn that KFC
and the Sirloin Stockade had
closed early due to the lack of
patrons. (Rest assured, I found a
safe haven for delicious treats at
Shoney's.)
• Hideous-looking snowmen
began springing up like pop-tarts
on a Saturday morning. Branches
were being stripped from earlybudding trees for use as arms for
this newly-created army of white,
frosty men. Corn cob pipes, carrots and buttons were fast disappearing from store shelves to
complete the snowman's attire.
This, added to the depletion of
our natural resources (for the two
eyes made out of coal), completed the chaotic state of affairs.
The whole event was an omen
of things to come. With the bad
weather came the bad news of the
Racers' loss to Morehead State
University.
Nothing was going right.
Even one of our very own
motor route drivers flipped his

V444., ViE Cver S-rucK IN
609•11A? WILL WE EVER
LICK -THE DEA('T
Erpt4omY
Wiu_
KEALL-Y 'TURN
AROUND?

wiLi,-PERE fu.Y SE A TAr.
INCgEASE? SIADuLD FAY MY
NANINICS SocIALSECIAZITY?
CAN NuttgY 144NDLE
HEALTH CARE?

vehicle while courageously delivering your Murray Ledger &
Times. He's okay, I should
report.
So with all this chaos, all this
hazardous driving and hazardous
drivers, we need someone to
blame. Who in their right mind
would hand us poor Western
Kentuckians this test of faith that
only Job could understand.
I cannot tell a lie. It's my fault.
Well, actually it's my wife's
fault, but I'll take the brunt of
your frustrations.
My wife flew in from Buffalo,
where we live, on Saturday. Her
flight to Nashville was delayed in
Pittsburgh due to a severe snowstorm. When she finally arrived,
she commented on the chill in the
air.
Little did I know, the cold, the
snow, and the sleet followed her
flight like a Bills loss in the Super Bowl after an AFC championship win.
Please don't hate her for it for
she knows not what she's done. I
can only offer this bit of light at
the end of the cold wind tunnel:
she'll be heading back to Buffalo
on Sunday.
Therefore, expect budding
trees, green grass and folks in
shorts and t-shirts on Monday.
Please accept my apology.

WILL gENO MAKE iT ro
arrogNEY GEKERAL
WHAT Do viE -DO Warr
CAmPAIGN tNIQNG?
AND DRuGS WI4A-c
AI3cor DgoGS?

AILTAE 1346,CtiE1ioNs
Does micmgi._
/14.1AcxsoN
etfAcH HIS
FACE?

State Editorial Roundup
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Feb. 6; The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle on congressional leadership:
Critics of congressional leadership usually focus on Democrats
because they are in the majority. But this doesn't mean minority GOP
leaders can't be bullheaded and wrong.
A recent example: Freshmen House Republicans surprised even
themselves with their successful revolt against reauthorizing "select
committees" on narcotics, hunger, aging and children.
These panels lack any authority to consider legislation. Each was
established years ago to study issues for a limited time and then go
out of business. Instead they became institutionalized, routinely
refunded each new session, usually with larger staffs that chew up $45
million in taxpayer money. Their only purpose is to serve as propaganda forums for swell-headed chairmen and their members to hold
media extravaganza hearings. Nothing they do isn't done much better
and more thoroughly by dozens of other committees which are
empowered to act on legislation.
The select committees' reputations are so bad that last fall even the
Democratic Caucus discussed killing them. But the House leadership
agreed to refunding this month when the committee chairs pleaded to
be spared the ax.
The leadership, however, didn't count on the GOP freshmen persuading 82 Democrats — many also newcomers — to vote on a
motion not to fund one of the committees. The 237-180 vote, in effect,
killed the narcotics panel and left the remaining three vulnerable to a
similar fate.
Democratic leaders were still reeling from the unprecedented defeat
when, out of nowhere, came the minority leadership to throw them a
lifeline. GOP leader Robert Michel, R-Ill., and minority whip Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., offered a plan to fund all four panels for one more
year.
The GOP freshmen were thunderstruck and their hard-won Democratic allies confused. If these newcomers, working on a bipartisan
basis, can't even get rid of one costly, pointless committee, think of
how much more difficult it will be for them to bring more substantive
reforms to the change-resistant institution they were just elected to....
What this proves, though, is that the main obstacle to meaningful
congressional reforms is neither Democrat nor Republican. It's the
stagnant "Repub-licrat" leadership of both parties.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be publishe,4). Letters should be

typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be an topics of
general inteTest. Letters must not be more than SOO words. The Murray

Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters thould be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Special interests? They're everyone
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press News Analysis

strong. How special is that kind
of an interest? Is there anyone in
the country whose parents or
grandparents don't belong?
There are unions for teachers,
truckers, government clerks —
none of them strangers, many of
them neighbors. There are farm
groups and business groups and
professional groups and religious
groups; civil rights groups and
women's groups and anti-tax
groups and lawyers' groups.

WASHINGTON — Here are
the people that Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole describes as
everyday Americans: farmers,
nurses, factory workers, shopkeepers, truck drivers and senior
citizens.
Who could argue that these
people are the backbone of the
country? There are millions upon
millions of them.
"All interests are special,"
And guess what? They're all
super-lobbyist
Thomas Hale
represented in the capital by soBoggs Jr. argued in a New York
called special interest groups.
In advance of his economic Times essay published Tuesday.
address to Congress tonight, "Is it unfair to lobby for federal
President Clinton has depicted assistance to Chrysler to save
average Americans as the forces thousands of jobs? ... Help defeat
of light. "If you're vigilant and a constitutional amendment on
vocal, we can do what we have to flag burning? Seek legislation
do," he said in his Monday night making it easier for homeless
people to vote?"
pep talk to the nation.
By contrast, the president holds
That is not the type of cause or
up shadowy "special interests" client that normally comes to
as obstructionist and greedy. mind when one hears the phrase
"Many have already lined the special interest. "You might as
corridors of power with highwell be talking about the antipriced lobbyists," he said.
christ," said David King, a speBut, as Dole demonstrated with
cial interest specialist at Harhis list, the line between the peovard's Kennedy School of Govple and the special interests is not ernment. "It has a lot of emotive
nearly as clear as Clinton draws quality about it. Nobody wants to
it.
admit that their group has a speOne group with awesome clout cial interest."
is the American Association of
Michael Edwards, chief lobRetired Persons, 34 million
byist for the National Education

Association, calls his teacher
union a general interest. "When
he uses the term special interest,
I honestly don't think he's talking about us," Edwards said of
Clinton.
An oil industry lobbyist recently maintained his group also was
too broad-based to be special,
King said. The 'reasoning:
"Everybody uses gasoline.
Everybody uses energy."
Two senators demonstrated the
difficulty of defining a special
interest on CNN's morning news
show Tuesday.
Sen. Jim Sasser, D-Tenn.,
chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee, called the superconducting super collider "a Si billion scientific pork barrel being
built in the state of Texas." He
said he'd propose cutting it out of
the budget along 0/ith the space
station, another boon for Texas.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas,
retorted that "Jim and the president talk about investment in the
future, but they want to cut premier science projects to invest
not in the next generation, but in
the next election."
Pork barrel or premier science?
It depends on your state, or maybe your party. Who's in the
White House can also determine
whether interests are viewed as
"special" or something more.
The last two' presidents and

their education secretaries constantly accused the teachers union
of being a narrow and obstructionist special interest. Clinton,
an NEA ally, took on a different
special interest in his first month:
the pharmaceutical companies he
charges are profiteering on children's vaccines.
In his plan tonight he'll aim at
tougher targets, including many
of the interest groups that helped
elect him. The furor over prospective tax increases may look
like nothing once Clinton lists the
150 programs he wants to trim.
There arc some signs the president's pre-emptive attack may
have tamed special interests, at
least until they sort out how their
pain compares with everyone
else's and how bad they want
their image to get.
But there's no guarantee that
the people — the ones Clinton is
counting on — won't rise up all
by themselves. They did a couple
of weeks ago when his administration floated the idea of
freezing Social Security cost-ofliving adjustments.
"We did not send out any alert
on that," said Marty Corry, chief
lobbyist for the AARP. "We
didn't have to."
• • • •
(JiU Lawrence covers the Clinton administration for The Associated Press.)
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MSU's continuing education offers courses
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach will sponsor
five spring community education
classes including dance lessons,
personal financial planning,
beginning art and broom making.
Two dance classes will be
offered at The Thurman School
of Dance and will provide the
opportunity for people to learn to
slow dance, fast dance, waltz and
country western.
"Social Dancing" will be
offered from 8 to 9 p.m. each
Monday from Feb. 22-March 22
for individuals age 15 to adult.
The fee is $45 for singles and
$90 for couples.
"Learning to Social Dance"
will be offered from 4 to 5 p.m.
each Monday from Feb.
22-March 22 for children age
4-15. The fee is $45 for singles
and $90 for couples.
"Investment Opportunities in
Today's Economy," a session
designed to cover personal financial planning, investing for
income and capital growth, will
be taught by Betty Boston, certified financial planner, from 7 to 9
p.m. each Thursday from March
18-April 22 in Murray State's
Business Building. The fee is $30
for singles and $50 for couples.
"Beginning Art: Painting" will
explore the various techniques
and styles of painting. It will be

taught by Murray artist Mary
Fuhnnan from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursdays March 18-April 22 at Murray State. The fee is $60.
"Folk Culture: The Lost Art of
Broom Making," a course that
will take a detailed look at the
history of folk art and also
involve a hands-on demonstration
of the virtually lost art of broom
making, will be taught by
Richard Henson, a Murray ama-
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

teur historian and nationallyknown folk artisan. The class will
meet from 6 to 8 p.m. each
Thursday from Feb. 25-March 25
at Murray State. The fcc is $30.
Registration is required for all
classes. For more information,
contact the Murray State Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at (502)
762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654. All
classes have limited enrollment.

Open Mon.-lbws.
Sal 9 o m -7 p m FA 9 a m
p m., Sun Noon 6 p m
12th St at Storey Ave
Ws Accept Food Stomps a WIC Vouchers

Great Food Values
Every Day
Ideal American

2% Milk
$
$185

Staff Excellence awards will be given
Murray State University will
present Staff Excellence awards
to eight outstanding staff members during an annual spring staff
recognition ceremony.
The awards, which were first
approved by the Board of
Regents in 1986, are based on
four categorical groups of permanent university employees. Two
awards will be made within each
of the following groups; (a)
secretarial/clerical; (b) general;
(c) physical plant; and (d)
executive/managerial/
professional. Nominations may
include staff employed on campus as well as those at any offcampus facility.
Staff Members considered for
the award must be perceived as
performing their job capably, as

well as having demonstrated in
some way a special effort, unique
contribution, or an unusal level of
commitment or service.
Nominations are now being
accepted and are encouraged
from fellow staff members, students, faculty, and the general
public. Nomination forms are
available in each Dean's office,
academic department, Curris
Center Information Desk, Student
Government Association office,
or from any State Congress
member.
The deadline for submitting
nominations is Tuesday, March 2,
by 4:30 p.m. For additional information contact Lori Adams, MSU
Honors Program, or call (502)
762-3166.

DON'T MISS THIS
PRESEASON SALE!

Gal.

ilk*"
Prairie Farms

Yogurt

2
/
8
8'
10 Lb. Meat Sale:.
:•:•:.

Extra Lean Fresh

Hickory Slab Sliced

Pork Steak
$990 771

Bacon
$590
10 Lb.

10 Lb.
Fresh Fryer

Old South Pork

rumsticks or Thighs
$M90
10th.

Sausage
$690

V

10 Lb.

•:•:•:•:•:••••

•::

Reelfoot Red Label

• Quantities Limited
• No RAIN CHECKS
• Free Delivery in Calloway County
• 2-Year Homeowner Warranty
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Franks or Bologna
$R90

Fresh Pork

2uk,
BOLOGNA
e

Neckbones or Feet
$490
10 Lb.

10 Lb.

Frozen

69900

Chitterlings
$q90
10 Lb.

Catfish Steaks
$1.290
10 Lb.

‘Ed/

Sunny Spread
Wide 32", side discharge cut. 6 speed transaxle drive. Electric start Briggs & Stratton
engine. Combination clutch/brake pedal.
Quick adjustable anti-scalp deck wheels.
Optional attachments available. (481-1972)

8 HP/32" Cut

Morning Gem

Corn Flakes

16 oz. Pkg.

18 oz.

•••••

Actual mower
differs slightly
from picture.
Come & see it!

Hashey's Chicken Noodle

O'Days Crinkle Cut

79900

Powerful tractor is equipped with a Briggs &
Stratton engine.Features a6 speed,6 cutting
heights from 1 1/2 to 4"H, low-back seat,
pneumatic tires. With manual deck light, 12
volt alternator/starter, spring-mounted cushioned contoured seat and reverse safety
switch. Accepts optional grass collection system. One gallon fuel capacity. Step through
frame. (481-2103)

Port Side Chunk

Tuna

12 HP/36"
Lawn Tractor

3

6 oz.
Crisp Rite Creamed

Chase & Sanborn

Shortenin

Coffee
11.5 oz. Brick

89900
Electric start Briggs & Stratton VC engine. 7
speed transaxle drive. High-vacuum deck.
Adjustable steering column. Spring mounted
cushioned seat. 12 volt alt/starter. Combination clutch/brake. 14 amp battery. 2 Year
Engine Warranty. (481-2251)

12 HP/38" Cut
Coast to Coast Rider

Coastto Coast
'

9'

Riding Mower

America's TOTAL HARDWARE.Store
Central SholipIng Center • 753-8604

Open
Mon.-Set.
S:30400
Sun. 124

99

Brook Dishwashing

Wylvrood Golden

Liquid

Corn or Sweet Peas

32 oz.

79'

161/2 oz.

Tabitha's Baby

York

Shampoo

Aspirins

16 oz.

looct.59

$119

Bottle
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK

Hospital reports are
released for two days
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
14, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Fortner baby girl, parents. Rebecca
and Scott. Rt. 7, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Cindy Travis, Rt. 1, Box 428,
Dexter; Miss Edith May Thorn and
baby girl, P.O. Box 128, Dexter;
Mrs. Marilyn L. Herndon, Rt 1, Box
266-A, Almo; Mrs. Lillie Street, 147
Tice St., Mayfield;
Paul Hopkins, Rt. 2, Box 52, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn M. Higgins and baby
girl, 1506 Joe Creason Dr., Benton.

11IP ta.n.CLIt
Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky.
Court Square
Paris, Tn.

SPRING
FASHION
IDEAS!
Se Liz Claiborne
Handbags
at great prices
Se Bay Club
, Sportswear
Se Spring Dresses
cif Spring Jewelry
IR Ambition Shorts
Layaway Now!

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Feb. 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Downs baby boy, parents, Cathy
and Kyle, 0-9 Fox Meadows, Murray;
Dhaene baby girl, mother, Carol
Ann Morris, P.O. Box 2243, Puyryear,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Tom Wells, 1508 Cardinal Dr., Murray; Miss Mammie Lue Foster, 302
Cherry St., Murray;
Mrs. Barbara Reichert, Rt. 2, Box
271, Puryear, Tenn.; George Milton
Parris, At. 5, Box 796, Murray;
John Walker, West View Nursing
Home, Murray; Paul Reed, 321 North
Fifth St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Velma Lee, At. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Mary Teague, 633 Mandalay,
Paris, Tenn.;
Timothy McCoy, Rt. 3, Box 360AA,
Murray; Vincent Shinault, 314 !Nan
St., Murray;
Ethan Holt Emerine, P.O. Box 848,
Murray; Miss Tiffany Lovett, At. 1, Box
495, Benton;
Kenneth Michael Orten, P.O. Box
345, Murray; Ronald Burkeen, Rt. 4,
Box 229A, Murray;
Mrs. Patrice Hudson, and baby girl,
1207 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray.

Bridal
Registry
Velvet Jones
& Martin Milkman
Shawn Alexander
& Kevin 1.4gmb
Amy Lamb
& Daniel Wheat
Stefani Barnett
& Darren McCuiston
Alicia Williams
& Frank Stallings
Pam Magan
& Tony Barron
Stacey Phipps
& Doug Hearn
Michelle Paxton
& Ronnie Traversy

Neilimp

The Place To Discover

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

MIAMI INDIAN
O
BING
E. Broadway tAayfleld

-A,

715
Evwy Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Is there historical evidence for the
resurrection of Jesus?
Can the existence of God be rationally proven?
Hear these important questions answered by:

Jo Burkeen
,Murray Today editor
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site Based Decision
Making Council will meet Thursday, Feb. 18, at 5:30 p.m. at the
school. Items on the agenda include principal phone call results, initial
SBDM subcommittee meetings, current budget concerns, possible
additional meeting dates in March, redistricing process, and Principal's thoughts. All interested persons are urged to attend, said Kent
Barnes, Southwest principal.

CCHS Class of 1963 plans meeting
Members of Calloway County High School Class of 1963 will meet Sunday, Feb. 21, at 2 p.m. at Shoney's. This will be to discuss plans fcr the
30-year class reunion scheduled Sept. 4 at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
class had 109 graduates. For more information call Judy Turner, 489-2288,
or Betty Lawrence, 753-5643, after 5 p.m.

Legal Service at center Feb. 25
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens previously announced that the
West Kehtucky Legal Service would be at the Murray Center on Thursday,
Feb. 18, at 9:30 a.m. This date has been changed to Thursday, Feb. 25, at
9:30 a.m., but seniors still need to call to make an appointment for this service, according to Eric Kelleher, director.

Williams' fund at local bank

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel W. Henry

Williams-Henry wedding
vows said at New Concord
Carla L. Williams and Samuel W. Henry were united in marriage in
a recent ceremony at New Concord Church of Christ. Robert Haley
officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Williams and of
Betty Williams, of Paducah. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W.M. Williams and of Mrs. Jeanette DaVania, Paducah.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henry of Murray. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Wanda Henry, the late Nell and Clyde Hendon, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Rayford Henry, all of Murray.
Mrs. Kim Biles of Zanesville, Ohio, was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Cathy Schmitt, sister 01 the bride, and Ms. Dana
White, both of Paducah, and Mrs. Kristy Stahler, Ms. Denese Cunningham and Mrs. Karen Lamb, all of Murray.
The groom's father, Charles Henry, was best man. Groomsmen
were Jimmy Stahler, Mark Farris, John Farris, Kevin Lamb and Tim
Johnson, all of Murray.
Mark Menendes of Paducah and Joe Cruse of Murray served as
ushers and candlelighters.
A reception followed the ceremony.
Servers were Ms. Susan Smotherman and Ms. Lisa Morris, Murray,
and Ms. -Sheri Rust, Ms. Christy Hopwood, Ms. Ashley Moore and
Mrs. Andrea Farthing, all of Paducah.
Ms. Melanie Nelson attended the guest register.
The bride is a May candidate for a Bachelor's Degree in Industry
and Technology from Murray State University. She is employed at
Waterfield Library at MSU.
The groom is attending Murray State University, majoring in Environmental Engineering. He is employed by General Tire, Mayfield.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Henry are residing in Murray.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 17
First Christian Church events
include "How to Live and Share
Christ's Love"/10 a.m.; Evangelism Committee/12 noon; Christian Family Fellowship/5:15 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7

Wednesday. Feb. 17
Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, CollegeCareer Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers' mecting/8 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

Dexter Baptist Church events
include worship/7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Living Christmas Planning
Committee/6 p.m. and
p.m.

C.O.M./7

Home Department of Murray Woman's Club has cancelled its meeting for
Thursday, Feb. 19, at 1:30 p.m. in the upstairs of the club house. This
cancellation is being made because of the weather conditions.

SCV Camp meeting Thursday
The Sons of Confederate Veterans (SCV) General Lloyd Tilghman Camp
#1495 will hold its meeting on Thursday, Feb. 18, at 7 p.m. at Anne
Washington Leslie House, 1310 Broadway, Paducah. Charles Hubbard,
Evansville, Ind., will speak about Northern and Southern prisons during the
Civil War, specifically Andersonville Prison in Andersonville, Ga., and Libby
Prison in Richmond, Va. He also will have several items on display, including authentication and documentation for each item. The public is invited to
attend. For information contact Howard Randle, 1-443-4237, or John Suttles, 1-443-4237.

Special musical on Friday
The Third Graders of Carter School will present a musical, 'Only Love Is
Spoken Here,' on Friday, Feb. 19, at 12:30 p.m. at the Carter School Gymnasium.'The group will sing and swing out the message of love and friendship in this special musical,' said Joan Bowker, director.

Men's Stag Night Thursday
Murray Country Club will have Men's Stag Night on Thursday, Feb. 18.
Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. at a cost of $9.50 per person. The menu
will consist of ribeye steak, baked potato, salad, roll and dessert. Reservations should be made by Wednesday, Feb. 17, by calling 753-6113.

Murray Quilt Lovers changed their meeting from last night to tonight
(Wednesday) at 6 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. 'Get the Point"
will be the lesson to be presented by Peggy Smith. This is a hands on lesson with the fabric purchased by the club for use in the fund-raising quilt.
Each one is asked to bring natural thread, needle, scissors, thimble and
pins or a sewing machine if desired. Any one interested in quilting or quilts
is welcome to attend. For more information call Smith at 759-4769.

Step Aerobics Classes planned
New Step Aerobics Classes have been started by the Murray Family
YMCA. Classes will be at 12:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Another class will start at 6:30 p.m. on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Francie Ray, director of
YMCA, said a class will start on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. For more information
about the classes call 759-YMCA or visit the office on the ground floor of the
YMCA.

Camera Club meeting Thursday

University Church of Christ
events include Ladies Bible
Class/9:30 a.m. and Bible
Classes/7 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 18, at 7
p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The Photography Exhibit by Robert Crenshaw, Jackie Jones, Gina Carrigan, Beth Parker,
Jean Lewis and Lisa Green will continue in the meeting of the Public Library
through Sunday, Feb. 28. Persons may view this exhibit at any time.

(Cont'd on page 7A)

Reading Association will meet

Singles Or9anizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a 'Hearts and Flowers
Dance' on Fnday, Feb. 19, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Curris Center Dance
Lounge, Murray State University. The band,'Rider,' formerly called 'Showdown,' will play. All singles are invited to attend. Each one is asked to bring
a finger food to share. The admission will be $5 per person. Also on Saturday, Feb. 20, the SOS will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building to carpool/caravan to Madisonville to attend the Singles' dance at
the Loch Mary Station at Earlington with admission being $5. This will be
cancelled in case of bad weather. For more information call Pamela at
753-7638.

The West Murray
Church of Christ
For additional information
please call 753-4935

Home Department meeting cancelled

Singles (SOS) plan dance Friday

Following Mr. Chumbley's speaking on
these vital themes the audience Will be
given the opportunity to ask questions.

invites everyone to attend
this special period of study.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 18, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. 'Staying Youthful' will be the theme of the program by
Nell Gardner, Beauty Control consultant. Debbie Boaz will give the devotion.
Hostesses will bke Saundra Gallimore, Cindy Wilson and Nina Butterworth.
The wrong program and hostesses were listed in the announcement on
Tuesday.

Murray Chapter of the International Reading Association (IRA) will meet
Thursday, Feb. 18, at 4 p.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary School.
'Books To Help Teach About the Environment' will be the. topic for the
meeting. Persons are asked bring their favorite environmental books. All
interested persons are invited to attend.

February 18, 7:00 p.m.
Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University
.

Hazel Club meeting Thursday

Quilt Lovers to meet tonight

KEN CHUMBLEY
•

A special Kellie Ann Williams Memorial Fund has been established at the
Bank of Murray. Persons may make donations to this fund or to St. Jude's
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., or to the Special Education Department at Murray City School System. Kellie, 13, died Friday at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital

CCMS

4-H Club event Saturday

Calloway County Middle School 4-H Club will meet Saturday, Feb. 20,
from 9 a.m. to noon in the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. 'First Aid Techniques' will be the program to be presented by Kenny Reynolds, EMT and fireman. Also featured will be Police Officer Melodie
Jones speaking about D.A.R.E. and Emergency Calling. The 4-H group will
go to Pagliai's for pizza. Parents may pick up their children at Pagliai's at 1
p.m. For more information call Joyce Tidwell at 435-4328.

hoe
hack

Gospel Singing planned Sunday
A gospel singing featuring The Laborers of Lexington, Tenn., will be Sunday, Feb. 21, at 110 p.m. at Chestnut Street General Baptist Church,
Chestnut and North Second Streets, Murray. The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, invites the public to attend.

To subscribe call 753-1916
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Writers guests at event

CALENDAR
(Coat'd from page 6.4)

Memorial Baptist Church
events include Mca1/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer servicer/ p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m.; A.R.K./5 p.m.;
Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.; Session
meeting/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Library Bible Study and
Missions in Action Sewing
Circle/9:30 a.m.; Adult Bible
Study, Youth Group activities
and Children/s Choir/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Long Range
Planning Committee/7 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Sunday School Bible
Study/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Klaymata, Children's
Choirs and Priase/6:30 p.m.; Business meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous open
meeting/5:15 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Class/7
Parenting
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1385.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone/speaker at 7
p.m./Mason Hall Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Thursday, Feb. 18
Murray Business and
Professional Women/6
p.m./Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn with Sandra Stark Jones
as speaker.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m./board
MOM.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth/College-Career
Winter Banquet/6 p.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Bumpus Mills, Tenn./9-11 a.m.
and Uncle Joe's Discount Store,
Dover, Tenn./12:30-2:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45
a.m.; R.C.I.A./7 p.m.

Students were special guests of
the Writers' Potpourri held Saturday, Feb. 13, in the conference
room of Calloway County Public
Library.
The guests were students who
had entered the Murray Woman's
Club Student Writer Contest who
were invited to read for the
monthly writers' event.

Thursday, Feb. 18
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Church
Training in Social Hall/6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m.; Pulpit Nominating Committee/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Singles Support Group/6
p.m. and "How To Live and
Share Christ's Love"/6:30 p.m.
Young N Hearts of Glendale
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Peter Johnson

Matthew Price

Local seniors named

Two local high school seniors
have been named for the honors
of Good Citizens by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters
of the American
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Revolution.
p.m./Country
Kitchen,
Club/7
They are Peter Johnson of
Draffenville.
Murray High School and Matthew Price of Calloway County
Murray Women of the Moose/8
High School, according to Lula
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
Belle Hodges, chairman of Good
Citizens Committee of the DAR
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 chapter.
of VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Johnson, son of Michael and
Marci Johnson of 410 North
Calloway County Lady Lakers Seventh St.,
Murray, has been
play basketball games at Carlisle active in many
events at MHS.
County.
He has served in many ways
on the MHS Speech learn; has
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal served as treasurer and
president
Arch Masons and Murray Chap- of Student Council; and has been
ter No. 50 Royal and Select a member and officer of
Soccer
Masters/7:30 p.m./Masonic Team, Spanish Club,
Academic
Temple.
Team, Chess Club, Latin Club
and Hi-Y Club. He has served as
Murray Civitan Club/7 business manager of the school
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
newspaper and as a volunteer
tutor.
The MHS Senior said he hopes
to become a medical doctor and
have a family. He has visited
Japan as a Youth Ambassador
Three local girls were recently and has attanded the State Youth
initiated into the Beta Nu Chapter Leadership Seminar.
Price, son of Richard and Rita
of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at
Price of Rt. 1, Box 365, Murray,
Murray State University.
has been active in many events at
They are as follows:
Heather Hughes, freshman
majoring in biology/pre-med, and
daughter of Janna Hughes;
Heather Key, sophomore
majoring in math/accounting, and
daughter of Robbie and Reggie
Key;
Tricia Richerson, freshman
majoring in political science, and
daughter of Dr. Ginny Richerson.
Alpha Sigma Alpha was founded Nov. 15, 1901, at Longwood
College, Farmville, Va. The Beta
Nu Chapter, one of the oldest
sororities on campus, was
installed at MSU in 1946.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m. and BYWsr/ p.m.

Hughes, Key and
Richerson initiated

CCHS.
He is vice president of Beta
Club; been president of his class
for three years; served on Student
Council; served as captain of
Math Team all four years; and
been a member of Just Say No,
FBLA Chapter, Encore Choir
Group, Discipline Committee,
Academic Team and Youth Arts
Festival.
Price was a participant in
National Youth Salute, been on
Basketball and Tennis teams,
won honors as Latin participant
in State Foreign Language Festival for two years, silver medalist
in National Latin Examination,
named for Scholar Athlete
Award, and named as Most
Dependable Boy and Best All
Around Senior Boy for 1993.
The CCHS senior said he plans
to attend Murray State University
and major in science.
Both Johnson and Prise were
also required to write an essay on
"Our American Heritage and My
Responsibility to Preserve It" to
be sent in with their resumes to
the State DAR for its contest.
The DAR chapter will present
Johnson and Price with a Good
Citizen pin, a certificate and a
wallet card plus a monetary
award at an awards luncheon in
March.

55 PORTRAITS
WITH THIS COUPON I
Including
24 Billfolds
NOW ONL

$4.95
plus 12 4A soling lee per person

(Reg $9.95)
One 8 x 10, Two 5 x 7's (approx. size), 24-Billfolds
Ten Wallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
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FIRST
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Students are selected
Erica Rowlett, a sophomore,
and Todd Vinson, a junior, both
at Murray High School, were
selected after receiving superior
ratings at the Kentucky Music
Education Association Solo and
Ensemble competition. Rowlett
received a perfect score at the
district competition.
Both students were selected to
participate in the SATB (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass) choir
which is the highest honor a sin-

TSAVE $5.00

February 21, 1993
7:00 P.M.

Todd Vinson, left, and Eriça Rowlett were selected for All-State
Choir.

Two Murray High School students were selected to sing in the
1993 Kentucky All-State Choir.

Steven Prince and Chelsee
Thompson.
Wilma Jean Sanders from the
host group presented each reader
with a participation ribbon.
Some students sent their
regrets as they were attending the
Governor's Cup competition at
Murray State University.
Refreshments were served.
Writers' Potpourri members serving were Mrs. Sanders, Linda
Siebold, Anisa Mahfoud, Bruce
and Marion Bucklew, and Gladys
Jarrett, director,
Forty-eight persons were present for this special meeting.

appearing

State Youth Choir
Festival scheduled
All Baptist youth choirs have
been invited to participate in the
1993 Kentucky Baptist State
Youth Choir Festival, Feb. 19
and 20, at Lyndon Baptist
Church, 8025 LaGrange Rd., and
Southern Baptist Seminary, 2825
Lexington Rd., Louisville.
The festival is a mass choir
event for youth choirs (grades
7-12) concluding with a concert/
worship service on Feb. 20 at 6
p.m.
Pamela Hopton-Jones, Georgetown College, will be guest conductor and Brenda Fauber, First
Baptist Church, Ft. Thomas, will
be accompanist for the event.
Registration will be $30. Persons may call Church Music,
1-245-4101, for further information or for registration, according
to Cheryl Doty of the Kentucky
Baptist Convention.

Writers who attended and read
were Whitney Alexander, Tara
Bogard, Constant Carter, Allen
Clement, Keith Cole, Macrae
Coleman, Genny Davenport, Jessica Dowdy, Laura Lee Hoover,

CLIP & SAVE

Wednesday, Feb. 17
Elm Grove Baptist Church
servicesn p.m.
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ger can receive at the All-State
Choir.
Vinson, son of Charles and
Gail Vinson, and Rowlett,
daughter of Don and Glenda
Rowlett, are members of the
Murray High School Choir. Students in this choir must begin
their school day at 7:30 a.m. in
order to participate in choir.
Tamara Clinton is the Murray
High Choir Director.
The students rehearsed for AllState Choir Feb. 3-5 in Louisville, with a concert presented on
Friday, Feb. 5, at the Kentucky
Center for the Arts.

203 S. 4th St.
Murray

For more information call: 753-1854

•

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Beast," a male Lab/Shar Pei mix; "Muffin," a female red
Cocker;"Goldie," a female red Tabby; and "Skittles," a female miniature Dachshund. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call
759-4141.

Eyeglass
Extravaganza!
"59 for frame & single vision lenses
Of
*

$79 for frame & bifocal lenses

'Rams from *act group. Conlin rouricions apply.
4. AM nu* credit cords moped.

Summers fajitical
763-7063

olgroplo Pim

4.10

Coo.4*%4,44sZedilz

ge.fr,t

Rog. $65. A new seasor a new
iooli Price includes shampoo
harKAA and styling Long hair and
(*Sign wraps extra

.044

HutzeAt.

Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow"

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Mondale at Whnnou
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sot. 9-5:30

ONE BETTER* PERM
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Murray State's proposed Regional Special Events Center promises to be much more than just a
basketball arena. According to Derrick Flowers,development assistant
for special projects at Murray State,
construction of the center can serve
as the 'thump" that starts the domino effect.
"Racer basketball has been an
integral part of this school. The
center will be a new home for Racer
basketball, but it's so much more
than that." Rowers explains. Flowers says the region can expect a real
economy burst from the center.
With a seating capacity of 8.200
in the center, Murray State could
find itself playing host to top performers in the entertainment business.
The layout of the center makes it
ideal for trade shows and conven-

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUM
RATE GUARA N FED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES i‘PPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

311$.0t
, 77
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Regional Events Center is in need offunds

EARN
6.40%
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Custom Work from
Mufflers to Convertors to
Complete Exhaust Systems

dons. And an increase in business in
any of those areas naturally has a
positive effect on the surrounding
economy.
But, according to Flowers, that's
just the tip of the iceberg. "I think
we'll (Ind that the uses for the
special events center are limited
only to our imaginations."
One way to contribute to the
special events center is through the
chairback campaign. For a $500
donation an individual,group,organization, company,etc., can have a
brass name-plate permanently affixed to a chairback in the center.
On that plaque they can honor or
memorialize anyone they choose.
Flowers says this is an excellent
way for a group to make a contribution. For instance, employees can
honor their employers in this way.
That way each individual has to
contribute only a small amount, but
it adds up to a sizable gift.
Flowers says he thinks donors
can derive satisfaction from participating in this program — by helping
Murray State University and by
having the opportunity to honor
someone special to them. "We've
had several people who have hon-

Oil, Filter & Lube • Brakes • Shocks

aired parents and grandparents.
Flowers notes. "The building is
going to be here for generations to
'
s nice to see people grab
come and it
a piece of west Kentucky history."
To date, the chiuback campaign
alone has raised $42,000 and that
constitutes a major gift. Flowers
says. Flowers says the program is
easy to participate in because donors can give over two years —
$250 each year. Also, donors may
invest in as many commemorative
name-plates as they would like. The
payoff to that can be great,flowers
emphasizes.
"If a donor purchases five nameplates, that adds up to a $2.500
donation they can reap some special
benefits from that," he notes.
"I think this program can push the
entire campaign over the top. The
Regional Special Events Center can
serve as a recruiting tool, an economic stimulant and an athletic
facility," Flowers concludes.
For more information on the
program, contact the office for
development and alumni affairs at
762-3001 or toll-free at 1-800-7588510.

Horoscopes

Call Ronnie Green
-Your Exhaust System Specialist"

N, MG Exhaust
514 S. 12 St. (Next to DLW
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Pure luxury evwy option you could want
including full power. Doico sound system.
local car with onty 50.665 miles. Sharp.
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DON'T WAIT
FOR YOUR

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE appealing to the proper authorities.
'NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: An office romance is a distinct posYour talent for managing money sibility.
wisely should help you make conVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
siderable financial progress. Avoid Your personal relationships would
getting caught up in trivial matters benefit from a lighter, more sensithat others can handle. By Septem- tive touch. You may be worrying
ber, you will have learned how and too much about joint funds or shared
when to delegate authority. Gener- resources. Unity means greater
ous and outgoing. you attract both strength.
loyal friends and hangers-on. Let
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
your keen intuition tell you which is working partnership can be a big
which. Choose a mate who shares plus if both partners strive to be conyour confident approach to life's siderate. Probing behind the scenes
challenges.
helps you find ways to boost profits.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
Salvage a love relationship headed
THIS DATE: actors John Travolta
for the rocks.
and Mau Dillon, magazine editor
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Helen Gurley Brown. actress Cybill quiet chat brings you closer to
Shepherd.
someone important to you. The pain
ARIES (March 2I-April 191: of a lost love or a separation has
The emphasis is on financial mat- given you wisdom. Friends are supters. The direct approach works best portive and generous.
now. Stick to the truth and you will
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
come out on top. Romantic possibil- 21): Your work is enhanced by a
ities abound this evening.
new sense of playfulness. Sharing
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ideas helps you decide what to do
Try not to worry so much about next. Spruce up your home. Buy
your job. You will meet any new 'brightly colored pillows or apply a
challenges one step at a time. A coat of paint.
friend may act very emotional. PasCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
sions are stirred and a mystery 19): Pouring yourself into your work
solved.
distracts you from certain problems
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): It in a relationship. Friends are a
may be hard to get moving at work source of love and support. Laughter
this morning. A seemingly lost love keeps your spirits high.
could return later on. Reinforce
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
existing partnership bonds. Replace Discard outdated procedures and
worn-out behavior patterns with promote teamwork. Discuss educapositive new moves.
tional matters, purchase books and
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A read professional papers. A letter
good head for business guides you. from an old friend will provide valuFind out the facts and act on them. able business insights.
Be open to suggestions from powerPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
ful people. Love finds you when Financial trends are working in your
you get out and socialize.
favor. A positive, optimistic attitude
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You are
will help you over any rough spots.
attuned to the psychic realm. You Communicate honestly with young
may be able to help someone by people. Do not exaggerate.
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Ideals and principles are very important to
these thoughtful Aguarians. They strive to live up to their beliefs and enjoy
sharing their philosophy with the people they meet. Their spontaneous generosity is tied to their wish to improve the human condition. Although interested in romance. these Aquarians are hesitant to settle down with one partner. They dislike the idea of being "owned." Talented and persistent, they
can make a name for themselves in any number of professions. They love a
challenge!
To order a re% bed and updated cop.t of leane Down's hest-selling book -Yestenkiy. Ttxlay and Ftwes
et: How Astrology Can Help You Find 'Your PLICC in Gods
send SS 45 plus St postage and handling
to Dixon, c/o Andrew. and %Ake!, P.O Ron 414150. Kansas ('Its. 410 64141 Make checks m able to
Andrews and McMeel

Murray State University

President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth (left) and

MSU first lady Charlene Kurth

visit

with Mark P. Malkovich III

prior to his lecture Monday at Murray State. Malkovich, a personal friend of Dr. and Mrs. Kurth, is general director of the Newport (RI.) Music Festival. In his 19th year as general manager of
the Newport festival, Malkovich is credited for bringing the event
to national and international prominence. Monday morning he
spoke to Murray State students in muisic appreciation CISISSes on
"300 Years of Music in 60 Minutes". Tuesday he lectured on the
Newport Music Festival at 1:30 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall.
He will discuss how he was able to develop the festisal and how
similar events could be organized in the Murray area. On Tuesday
night he was special guest at a MSU music faculty scholarship
recital at 8 p.m. in

Farrell Recital Hall.

MSU plans Elderhostel
program for March 21-26
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach is sponsoring
an Elderhostel program March
21-26 for people age 60 or older.
"The classes I plan are taught
by faculty members who have
responded to a survey I send out
annually," said Karen Guthrie,
continuing education coordinator.
Among the most popular classes are: "Human Sexuality"
taught by Dr. James Frank, "Civil
War in the Western Theatre"
taught by Dr. Roy Hatton,
"Crime and Punishment in
America" taught by Dr. Concetta
Culliver, "Old Time Radio Programming" taught by Dr. Ray
Mofield, "American Rural Traditionals: Thoreau and Beery"
taught by Dr. Charles Daughday,
"Walt Whitman" taught by Dr.
Jerry Herndon, "Introduction to
Archaeology" taught by Pam
Schenian and Kit Wester, and
"The Dream Factory" taught by
Dr. Bob Lochte.
Murray State was one of the
first colleges in Kentucky to offer
this program, which was designed
after Europe youth hostels and

changed in 1975 by Marty
Knowlton, a social activist, who
created it as a movement in adult
education.
Murray State will house all
participants attending at the Kenlake State Park. In order for the
program to be held, a minimum
of 20 people must enroll. The
maximum number accepted will
be 45 people.
In the past, people from Michigan, Ohio, Florida, Kentucky,
California, Iowa, Georgia, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Canada have attended the program
which involves activities from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
"I started working with this
program in 1988 unaware of the
time-consuming task involved in
successfully administering this
program. But I love it," Guthrie
said. "The people who attend this
program seem to have unlimited
energy and are so full of
wisdom."
For more information, contact
the Murray State Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach at (502) 762-4150 or
1-800-669-7654.•

Junior Jam program at
MSU will begin Feb. 20
Junior Jam, a program at Murray State University to acquaint
high school juniors and their
parents with the campus and it's
programs, is scheduled Saturday,
Feb. 20.
Sponsored by the Office of
School Relations, activities for
the day will begin with a browsing session at noon on the first
floor of the Curris Center. Various campus organizations and
clubs will have represenatives
available to discuss activities.
Junior jam registration is planned
from 12:30 to 1 p.m. Following
opening comments on the third
floor of the CUffiS Center, represenatives of each of the University's &ix colleges will give
20-minute academic presenataLions from 1:30-2:30 p.m. Stu-

dents can choose to attend any
two of the sessions. The six colleges are business and public
affairs; education; fine arts and
communication; humanistic studies; industry and technology;
and science.
Tours of the campus will be
offered from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Closing remarks are planned
from 3:30 to 3:45 p.m. Free tickets for the Murray State Racer
Ohio Valley Conference game
with Austin Peay State University
at 4 p.m. will be available to
students.
There is no fee to attend the
event and pre-registration is not
required. For more information,
call the Murray State Office of
School Relations at (502)
762-2896 or 1-800-272-4MSU.

INCOME TAX REFUND
Instant Refund For Your
Down Payment Toward
the Home of Your Dreams

NEW SHIPMENT
1993-24444
Fleetwood doublewide Vinyl
siding shingle
roof Prices
starling at
S23.900.Includes
central A C

-

FREE
DELIVERY
FREE
SET-UP
with approved

1993-24x52
Fleetwood doublewide. Vinyl
siding and shingle roof Prices
starling at
S26.900.'ncludes
central AC

1400 Rosewood (54.533) 3 bedroom 1'h beak
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went SI MINK Perfumes as Sow as $175 par
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credit

15150 Fieetwood 134113, 2 bedroom. I bath.
Gorden tub cefung fan. compete with stow
and retriq A lot of house for the money ("need
at 514 995 Payments as low as $175 per month.
Silo Rsaftwood 34243) 3 bodrtrook 2 body
Houma type door. tubed Mar Wing fart. Da
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grsednip twilly.
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KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN

Toll

(901)644-0012

Free 1-800-533-3568

Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
-41*
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
••••••

.M.•••••••

Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011

Murray State University
Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach
CE*A0/
The Bachelor of independent Studies Seminar
Saturday, April 3, 1993
Murray State University
Did you leave college before completing your
program?
Have you always wanted to earn a baccalaureate
degree?
The Bachelor ofIndependentStudies(B.I.S.)may
be for you.
For more information and application forms, call
502-762-4159 or
1-800-669-7654
9.6irrey 5siu fleiversity ison
equel education and amptorusat institution.
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Vocational education celebrated

You are Invited to the
-

* MEET STAN SCOTT *
Chili Supper
Sat. Feb. 20*- 6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Kentucky National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North

FREE TO ALL

Stan

4„Sait,

4,•
t
AO'

SHERIFF

r•

Paid for by Comm. to elect Stan Scott.
Dennis McDaniel, Treasurer

,

14

Gpf We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

Students and faculty in seven
vocational programs at the KY
Tech-Murray-Calloway Vocational
Censer will observe National Vocational Education Week from February 14-20. The thane, "Vocational Education: Skills for a Lifetime", will provide a focus for the
celebration. Secondary schools in
Murray and Calloway County will
also celebrate the week with a wide
range of programs represented.
Lynn Tackett.Principal,said that
"the week will give students across
the nation a chance to show off what
they know and do in a variety of
fields. We want to educate the
community about the levels ofskills
ow students gain in Murray and
Calloway County."
Vocational education provides
post-secondary and secondary students with the skills needed to be
productive workers and future community leaders. Membership in vocational students organizations such
as VICA (Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America), HOSA (Health
Occupations Students of America),
and DECA (Distributive Education
Clubs of America)supplements the

Commissioner of Adult and Technical Education, Gary Werenskjold and Regional Executive Director, Bill Batley watch as
Industrial Processes teacher, Steve Simmons demonstrates some of
the projects Industrial Processes students are working on at the
KY Tech-Murray Area Vocational Center.
practical technical training students
receive in school by adding experience in critical thinking, decision
making skills and group interaction.
Anyone wishing more informa-

tion on vocational programs should
contact Lynn Tackett at the KY
County
Tech-Murray-Calloway
Area Vocational Center at 7531870.

-A-

Local celebrity event raises money
.,•

Henry County
Medical Center
announces the
opening of

Julio C.
Guerra, M.D.

Kentucky Lake
rN Obstetrics &
Gynecology

6

Suite 203 Medical Arts Building
300 Hospital Circle, Paris TN
(901)644-2911

lAallbu Rum

750 mi. 11.07

Ameretto di
Amore Gift
Sets

JIB Scotch

10.95

175L

32.98

Party Block

CHAMPAGNE

Don't Drink And Drive
Its Tune to 'Mete & Dine
shith, 'West Wood iirUte..f

Andre'
[
Champagne

1

PRICES GOOD THRU FEBRUARY 3), 1953

Crown Royal
Pinch Scotch
1;5 L

Makers Mark
1.75 L

27.99

Old Charter
8 Yr. Old
1 75 L.

16.99

52.33

20.99

Smirnott
Vodka 80

15.99
Smirnoti
Vodka

7.77
Wild Turkey
101

Canadian
Club Classic
Gift Sets
3.75 ML

9.76

Canadian
Club
1.75

120.99

13.99

15.99

750 ML

5.96

Finlandia
Vodka
1.75 1

21.99

Stolichnaya
Vodka
1 75 L

1.75 L

25.70

Canadian
Royal
Whiskey

13.99

1 75

Jack Daniels
Black
175 L

27.25

6 971

6.79
Grolsch

750 ML

6.97

4.16

Eden Rock

6.93 :7.99
6.42
Mans
Red

[4.99
Becks
Light I
Dark

6.79

Peachtree
Schnapps
750 ML

7.85

St. Brendan's
750 ML

12.99

Negra
Modelo

6.42
Guiness
Stout

8.73
Tecate

6.93
Moretti
Italian Beer

6.31, 7.53
Fosters
2:

2.36

Rolling
Rock

4.39

8.99

West Wood
Warehouse
Party Block
901-642-7366

1224 W. Wood St.
Paris, TN
901-642-7714
Open Mon. thru Sat
8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

Sponsored by WBLN 103.7
FM, the show features the latest
in merchandise and services from
exhibitors across the Jackson
Purchase area, southern Illinois
and Northwest Tennessee.

Cabernet
Sauvignon

750r

11.04

B&G
Beaujolais

•750 ML 8.49,
[
Clos Du 13011
Harlot
750 141.

750 ML

4.36

Don
Perignon
1983

93.18
J. Roget
Champagne
750 ML

3.05

Spinelli

Asti
Spumante
750 ML

6.16

9.24

oma Creek
Zinfandel
ML

Cook's
Champagne

Bass Al

(Moosehead

21.95

"McCormick
Vodka

[

8.81

St. Pauli
Girl

Kirin

The Murray State University
West Kentucky Exposition Center
will be transformed into a showplace for the latest in home product services at the 1993 Home
Lawn and Garden Show Feb.
19-21.

8.64,

V50 ML

12.99

Cios Du Bols
Chardonnay
750 Ml 9.99
•

Clos Du Bols
Sauvignon
Blanc
750 AIL

9.28
Markham
&lariat '90
750 MI. 14.41
Kendal Jackson
Ilerlot

15.43

Buret!
Asti
Spumanto

Kendall Jackson
Chardonnay

7.19

Kendal Jackson
Cabernet
Sauvignon
'so ML 15.43

ML

Power seats pass. & driver, pwr. windows, pwr. locks, pwr
mirrors, recliners, cassette, steering wheel touch controls,
plus much more! 12,xxx miles.

$19,300
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Puniiac • Buick • Cculillat

753-5:315

Approximately 50 displays will
be set up spotlighting home builders, lumber companies, manufactured homes, water systems,
lawn and garden furniture, hot
tubs, spas, replacement and new
home windows, paint supplies,
lawn and garden mowers and
tractors, landscape designs, storage sheds, heating-air conditioning, carpeting, cabinets and interior decorating products and
services.
The first 300 people attending
the show will receive a free package of seed furnished by Burpee
Seed Company and Advance
Seed Company. Visitors will also
be able to register for additional
door prizes and gifts to be
awarded by individual exhibitors,
some valued up to several
hundred dollars.
Greg Delaney, coordinator of
the fourth annual show says that
this years's show is expected to
be another exciting event as people prepare their homes for spring
and summer. He says, "One of
the most exciting things about
this show is that it is free." He
adds that erowds of up to 8,000
people have attended previous
events and WBLN invites everyone to come out and see the latest
in merchandise and services for
the home consumer.
Hours for the show will be 3-9
p.m. on Friday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
on Saturday and noon to 5 p.m.
Sunday. For more information
call (502) 753-2400.

6.99

Estancia
Cabernet
Sauvignon '89

750 /AL

1992 Olds Ninety Eight Regency

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

and collected over $340 in tips. Ms.
Anne Adams served as Mistress of
Ceremonies, Mr. Chuck Foster and
Mrs. Keri Simmons served as host
and hostess for the evening and Dan
Farris with Farris Auction Company
served as Auctioneer.
Celebrity Celebration for Heart is
a fund-raising event benefiting the
research,public education and community service programs of the
American Heart Association, the
premier organization dedicated to
the mission of reducing disability
and death from cardiovascular diseases and stroke.

Local home and garden show set

rRodney Strong
Chardonnay
750 ML

Pacifico
Absoulut
Vodka

Canadian LTD
750 ML

[7.81

ond the call of duty to make sure
their guests had a good time. And
the best part was knowing that the
dollars raised will support the
American Heart Association's mission of fighting heart and blood
vessel disease in Murray, Kentucky."
About 150 guests attended the
event. According to Smith, "Celebrity Celebration for Heart is something that we hope to do every year.
We already have requests for reservations to next year's eveni"
Howard Steely was voted the
outstanding waiter for the evening

7.. 2.99. •Rodney Strong
Korbel
Champagne

(Dos Equll
Kaulua Uquor

25.99
Canadian Mist

IMPORT BEER
6-PACKS
Teingtao)

WINES

Many of Murray's celebrities put
their reputations on the line at the
Mayflower Restaurant on Thursday, February 11. But their zany
antics to earn tips for the American
Heart Association's Celebrity
Celebration for Heart event raised
$5,520.73. This money will be used
to support the fight against cardiovascular disease, the nation's No. 1
killer.
Such well known citizens as Mrs.
Catherine Cherry, Circuit Judge
David Buckingham, City Clerk Jo
Crass, Dr. Ron Cella, Mrs. Elaine
Edger, Mrs. Sally Hopkins, Mr.
David Graham, Mr. Don 1Cassing,
Mr. Bill Kopperud, Mr. Mike Lovins, Mr. Bill McCarthy, Dr. Bob
McGauhey, Mr. Bob Valentine, Dr.
Vi Miller, Mrs. Keri Simmons, Mr.
John Page, Mr. John Peck, Mr.
Stuart Poston, Mr. Howard Steely,
Mr. Pete Waldrop, Ms. Susan
White, and Mr. John Willians
served as watier during the evening's heart-healthy dinner event.
Money was raised through ticket
sales, "tips" give waiters for their
services, and an auction. Waiters
received tips for singing, dancing,
magic tricks and serving.
"Celebrity Celebration for Heart
was a tremendous success," said
Julie Smith, event chairperson.
"The waiters went above and bey-

12.99

EST
Al Prices
OOD
Ant Plus Tax
NES
& LIQUORS

David Hughes, M.D.
announces the opening of his office
for the practice of

Internal Medicine
and Pulmonary Disorders
Stilley Professional Building
501 George McClain Drive, Suite A
Benton, Ky.
Call For Appointment

527-2600

v
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Calloway speech
team claims top
honors at Harvard
The Calloway County High
School speech team claimed
sweepstakes honors over 164
schools during the Harvard University Speech Tournament, held
over the weekend in Cambridge,
Mass.
Calloway finished the sweepstakes competition with 65 points
to Stuyvesant (N.Y.) High
School's 60.
Calloway students placing at
the tournament included Carol
Emberton, 2nd in original oratory; Matt Perry, 3rd in impromptu; Josh Roberts, 4th in extemporaneous; Caleb Brown, 5th in
humorous interpretation.
Also scoring in the tournament
for Calloway were Paige Patterson, Jaime Pigg, Alexia
Schempp, Misty Ernstberger, Erica Hulse, Rebecca Tidwell, Julie
Shull, Molly Willis, Richard Wilson, Michael Haney and Wesley
England.
The team will compete in the
Smoky Mountains Invitational
Feb. 26-27.

Prices Good
Feb. 17 thru
Feb. 23
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Deli Hot Line
753-781 1

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
1 Owen's Best Family Pack

Oscar Mayer 1 Lb.

Center Cut

Ground3-4Beef
Bacon
Lb. Pkg.
Catfish
Sirloin $1 69
Lb.
Fillets

U.S Choice
Boneless Top

Fields Classic
or Dinner

Pond Raised

Steak

0429Lb
$V

Lb
$289

Pork Chops
Eckrich
Variety Pk

99!

Lunch
Meat
$ 99
I

Hyde Park

Country Style

Turkey
9-16 Lb.

1/4 Sliced

Spare Ribs

Pork Loin

1

Ramen Pride

Noodles

Ketchup

3 oz

1 79
Lb.

Krispy

Frying Chicken

Leg Quarters

24 LI

1B9

8/1
2% Milk

64 oz

89°

79

Gal.

1 Lb

2 Liter

25!b.

919

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Flav-O-Rich

Apple
Juice

Lb
1 49

Crackers

Lb.
1 99

1 Lb

Hyde Park

Hunts
T‘,.1 rItc,

Nunn Beffer Self-Rising

Corn Meal Mix
5Lb.

99°

89°

Wesson Pure Vegetable

Northern

Star Kist

Shortening
48 oz. $159

Bathroom Tissue

Tuna

Mixed Vegetables

16 oz

Creamette

Spaghetti

4 Roll Pkg.

2/$1
4/$1

0
89

Prairie Farms

Whole Milk

6.5 oz.

$ 11 89
gal.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

I

2/'l°°

Folger's SIR Flake

Coffee

11.5

Stokely's Mixed

Sweet Peas

Donald Duck Orange Of

12 pk.$299
Nunn Better Self-Rising All Purpose

Grapefruit Juice

Flour

Paper Towels

7 oz.

46 oz.

5 lb.
Chef Boy-Arde Ravioli, Mini Bites &

Van Camps

Chili w/Beans

Mini Ravioli

15 oz.

Sweet Sue 24 oz.

Chicken & Dumplings

99'

89„
89,

15 oz.

14 oz.

Brawny Single Roll
Stokely's F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

14 oz.
C.S. Golden

Stokely's W.K.
A&W, Welchs Grape, Mr. Pibb,
15 oz
12l
pk. $269
Corn
poduee
Mello Yello

Olett

•BETTERI•
DO IT ALL
FOR a.

9044e — 7t4m lottee

Del Monte

SALE!

liwtirliket

IFICPCPa

Haney,CCMS win
top IKATHCOUNTS
regional honors
Patrick Haney of Calloway
County Middle School won a
$300 scholarship to the college
or university of his choice as a
result of claiming top honors
in the Kentucky Lake MATHCOUNTS competition held at
Murray State University on
Saturday, Feb. 13.
CCMS also won the team
competition behind the firstand second-place finishes of
Haney and Mike Wojciechowski, while teammate Laurie
Witte finished sixth in the
individual competition.
Paducah Middle School finished second in the team competition, with Murray Middle
School taking third.
The seven top individuals
and two top teams advance to
state championship in Louisville on March 20, where they
will compete against representatives of 12 other Kentucky
regions for two full-tuition
scholarships to the University
of Kentucky or the University
of Louisville, and a chance to
represent Kentucky at the
National MATHCOUNTS
competition in Washington,
D.C. this May.

Hours: ,
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

CrinnEINr

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Owen's Best
Boneless Pit
Baked or
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Storemade

Potato Salad

Ham

99' $3

59

.

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Vine
Ripened

Turkey Breast
299

Tomatoes

Lb.

Lb

Owen's Best

BBQ Ribs
Pimento Cheese
$359
$26L?,

BL

i
O nisPBes
ori.

lb.
$489

5 Lb. Idaho

Potatoes

99'

Crisp Green

Golden Ripe

Onions

Bananas

4 Lb Bag
Naval

Fancy Red
Delicious

Oranges
$169

Apples

3/$1 29'.
69*

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
—
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Mrs. Patricia Copeland, 58, Rt.
1, Box 145. Almo, died Tuesday
at 12:15 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of the
Church of Christ.
Born May 28, 1934, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Henry Edwards and
Emma Caldwell Edwards. One
son, Douglas Copeland, and one
brother, Bill Edwards, preceded
her in death.
Survivors include her husband,
Charles Copeland, to whom she
was married on March 28, 1952;
two daughters, Mrs. Randa Pitman and husband, John, Rt. 1,
Almo, and Mrs. Debra Reid, Rt.

1, Symsonia; one son, Drew
Copeland, Rt. 1, Almo; two sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Seay. Rt. 1,
Hardin, and Mrs. Opal Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Dexter, one brother, Hughes Edwards, Rt. 1, Almo; six
grandchildren, Andrea Pitman,
Misty Reid, Adam Pitman, Ryan
Reid, Aaron Pitman and Hillary
Thweatt.
Graveside services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. John Hicks
will officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 10
a.m. Thursday.

Rev. Ralph Redden
The funeral for the Rev. Ralph
Redden will be Thursday at 1
p.m. at Bethlehem Baptist
Church, Waco. The Rev. Hurstle
Laxton and the Rev. Neal Prather
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Lerman
Willis, Tommy Smith, Danny
Freeman, Larry Freeman, Lewis
Reynolds, Jimmy Smith and Ray
Neeley, active; Joe Owens, Paul
Hendricks, Ira Eugene Reed, Carmon Hensley, and ordained deacons and ministers of the Baptist
faith, honorary.
Burial will follow in Madison
Memorial Gardens with arrangements by Curry, Parsons and Collins Funeral Home, Richmond,
where friends may call. The body

will be taken to the church at
noon Thursday.
The Rev. Redden, 74, Bethlehem Road, Waco, died Tuesday
at Central Baptist Hospital, Lexington. Born in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Ernest
Frederick and Clarinda Miles
Redden.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Anna F. Redden; two
daughters, Mrs. Pat Rogers and
husband, Nick, Waco, and Miss
Betsee Redden, Bearwallow; one
son, Dr. Ric Redden and wife,
Nancy, Versailles; one sister,
Mrs. Lindy Spencer, and one
brother, Bill Redden, Murray;
seven grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Nell P. Hendon
Services for Mrs. Nell P. Hendon are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale is officiating.
The song service is by singers
from New Concord Church of
Christ with Eddie Bruce Stubblefield as leader.
Pallbearers are Charles Henry,
George Rchmus, Mike Farley,
James Sherwin Boggess, Randy
Shekel( and Roy Hensel.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hendon, 71, of 200 South
Sixth Si, Murray, died Monday
at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband,
Clyde Hendon, died Oct. 12,

1963.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Donna Henry and husband, Charles, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn Rehmus and husband, George, Rt. 8, Murray, and
Mrs. Marsha Farley and husband,
Mike, Rt. 4, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Earlenc Tucker, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Evelyn Humerickhouse,
Bellville, Ill.; one brother, Treman Pace and wife, Geneva,
Paducah; five grandchildren, Sam
Henry and wife, Carla, Susan
Smotherman, Lisa Morris, Ed
Rehmus and Joshua Farley; three
great-grandchildren, Thomas
Smotherman, Curtis Smotherman
and Nikki Morris.

Ms. Jean Ann Steger
The funeral for Ms. Jean Ann
Steger is today at I p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Bobby Strong
and the Rev. Sherman Williams
are officiating.
Burial will follow in Liberty
Baptist Church Cemeterey in
Graves County.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to the American Cancer Society.
Ms. Steger, 38, of Rt. 1, Hardin, died Sunday at 4:20 p.m. at
her home.
Survivors include one daughter, Carla Steger, and one son,
Shane Steger, West Paducah; her
mother and stepfather, Jean and
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Mrs. Beulah
Reeves Brown

Mrs. Patricia Copeland

•

•

Law found unconstitutional

Obituaries

Charles Paschall, Hardin; her
father and stepmother, James and
Norma Snow, Paducah; grandparents, Coy Nester, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Gladys Snow, McEwen,
Tenn.; four stepsisters, Betty
Whitlow, Louisville, Patty
Bridges, Lumberton, N.C., Tonya
Griffey, Paducah, and Kendra
Ballard, Boaz; three stepbrothers;
several nieces and nephews.

Graveside rites for Mrs. Beulah
Reeves Brown will be Saturday
at 11:30 a.m. at Oakwood Cemetery, Genesco, Ill. The Rev. Bill
Longer will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation will be scheduled.
Mrs. Brown, 77, Ri 1, Kirksey, died Thursday, Feb. 11, at
11:09 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was the
widow of Gilbert W. Brown.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church, Genesco, but
attended New Zion Baptist
Church here. Born April 19,
1915, in Delaware County, Iowa,
she was the daughter of the late
Lyle Sutton and Lena Livingston
Sutton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jean Ann Reck and husband, Arlo, Rt. 1, Kirksey; two
grandchildren, LeAnn Laster and
Kent Achterhof; one stepgrandchild, Matt Reck.

Julian Cooper
Jones
Funeral rites for Julian Cooper
Jones were Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Lester Butler and the Rev. Malcolm Norton officiated.
Pallbearers were J.W.
Edwards, Jimmy Wiggins, Robert
Emerson, Henry Holley, Charles
Paschall and James Hays, active;
Eldridge Cathey, Max Hopper,
Herbert Orr, Morris Jenkins,
Glynn Orr and Gerald Holley,
honorary.
Burial was in Walker Cemetery
there.
Mr. Jones, 90, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., died Sunday at 10:45 a.m.
at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Herbert W. (Peggy) Farley,
Southhaven, Miss.
Born Feb. 1, 1903, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Henry Jones and Lennie
Poyner Jones. Two sisters, Mrs.
Ruth Holley and Mrs. Mildred
Wiggins, preceded him in death.
He was a member of North Fork
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Johnnie Edwards
Jones, to whom he was married
on Dec. 28, 1924; two daughters,
Mrs. Farley, Southhaven, and
Mrs. Wanda Sue Weaver, Akron,
Ohio; five grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.

EXERCISE

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
law that declared children born
before 1934 to be U.S. citizens
only if their fathers were citizens
was ruled unconstitutional by a
federal appeals court.
The law discriminates against
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women by denying equal treatment to children whose mothers
were U.S. citizens, the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals said
Tuesday, becoming the first
appellate court to rule on the
issue.
The law was repealed in 1934,
but the repeal did not affect
children already born. One of
them, Valerie Wauchope, born in

Glitch hits
the Ulysses
PASADENA, Calif.(AP) — A
mysterious glitch caused the
Ulysses solar explorer's instruments to shut down, cutting off
the flow of scientific data to
Earth for days.
Eight of the spacecraft's science instruments were running
again Tuesday after the glitch
over the weekend, and the ninth
instrument should be back in
operation within days, NASA
said.
"It's not serious, but it's not
really minor," said Don Meyer,
deputy missions operations manager at the agency's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.

Canada in 1931 to an American
mother and a Canadian father,
sued after she was denied a U.S.
passport in 1989.
A federal judge had ruled in
favor of Wauchope and an Irishborn woman who joined the
lawsuit.
The appeals court rejected the
government's argument that the
Law was aimed at avoiding dual
nationality.
The ruling applies in California
and eight other Western states.

Tax-Deferred
Growth
Another good
reason for a
Shelter
Platnnum
Annuity
Shelter Lae Insurance; Columbia. MO
ti•
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eJ1nds
ask me how!
Any size refund is eligible
We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to
3 days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan.

All fees can be deducted from the Loan..

9-lodge, Noel & Associates
'The Income Tat Prafessionde
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.
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GM Brakes

Does Your Heart Good.
V American Heart Association

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
*Free consultation and review of prescriptions.
•We work with your doctor and save you money by using
generic drugs when xissible.
*We have computerizedrecords for insurance and taxes.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

753-1482

f ti41
Precise, programmable ii
hearing instruments
rif
now available!

COMPUTER
CLASSES
Microsoft Works
For Beginners

..

Feb. 23rd & 25th
6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
$50.00 per person

Introduction
To Computers
Feb. 24th
6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
$25.00 per person

Introduction
To Windows
March 9th &
1th5:30
to 7:30 p.m.
$50.00 per person

MicroAge
Computer Center
314 Main Street
Murray
753-7733

• -*

Look for these big red reminders. Genuine GM Brake System Parts

are specifically made for you car - and for getting your money's worth.
They're a genuine value.
46.6.
'40116i111
Audiology Services is now offering those with
hearing loss a new solution-- programmable
technology, the latest advancement in hearing
health care. Let us custom-fit you with an
INFINITITm programmable hearing instrument from
Siemens. Experience:
• More accurate fit for clear, precise
sound quality
discreet hearing instruments
Small,
•
convenient service
Personalized,
•

Owalp Taylor Chevrolet Geo, IIICI
641 South

Murray, Ky.

Call us for a FREE Hearing Consultation:
Try us for a change

AUDIOLOGY
SERVICES II
1-4•LAtt4 i.ei•1t1

502-759-4815
300 South fr St.
Suite 304E
Murray, KY

GM
Parts
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SECTION B
MSU workshop
for children set

•

Dr. Dianne O'Brien, associate
professor of health, physical education and recreation at Murray State
University, will direct a workshop
titled "Music and Movement for
Young Children" from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. Saturday,Feb. 20,in the
south gymnasium of Carr Health
Building.
Sponsored by the West Kentucky
Association on Children Under Six
and Murray State's College of Education, the workshop is geared for
people who work with young children.
"We want students, parents and
day care workers to come to the
workshop," said Sue Gifford, assistant professor of elementary and
special education."This is a special
training workshop."
The workshop also serves as a
quarterly meeting for the association, which is affiliated with the
Kentucky Association for Children
Under Six and the Southern Early
Childhood Association. These advocacy groups offer in-service conferences and workshops to promote
the needs of young children.
The workshop is free and open to
the public.

Imperial

Margarine

3 97c
For

FOODS

Frito-Lay Ruffle

Potato Chips

FEBRUARY 1993 '

M T %At T
Reg. $1.39 Size

17181920
2223
•

Ore Ida Golden Crinkle

Gala Jumbo Roll

Paper Towels

2 si 00
11
=
111

French Fries
9107
2 Lb.
Bag

11111

For

Puritan

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can $2.99

Ultra Tide
Regular or W/Bleach

Lipton

ooking Oil
Tea Bags
*Lipton
17
88
100 I I

It N•

98 oz. to

200z.
Bottle

48 oz.&lvt
Bottle

7

Ladles Diamond & Onyx
or Pink Ice

Washing Powder
47

Fabric Softener
I 77

110 oz. Box

1‘47:A_M

YOUR CHOICE

•)'

Boston Butt

04
0
1
.r...0

Pork
Roast
Boneless

Pork Chops
Diamond "Tuur Clusters
Diamonds with
Emeralds
Rubies or
Sapphires
YOUR CHOICE

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires

Neck Bones
Family Pack

Ground Beef

'2"

Lb

$1 88

Ham Steaks

Lb

Field Ham

08
$1
Lb.

Emge Mild Cure

Bacon

938

la

IN
si 28

Sausage

111

Lb.

I 09

$

Field

Bologna

Lb.

Lb.

Fresh Green

Green

Broccoli

Cabbage

77'

24!.
Yellow Ripe

Yellow

Onions
3 Lb. Bag

•

III

Lb.

Center Cut

39'
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Lb.38°
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Lb.

Lb.
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SPORTS
Fulton rallies
in 4th to slip
past Calloway
HICKMAN — After fighting
its way to .500 basketball, the
Calloway County Lakers dipped
below the mark with a 54-43
loss on the road to Fulton
County Tuesday night.
Despite the defeat, the Lakers
played a competitive contest
against a better 21-5 Fulton
County squad.
The Lakers, 9-10, jumped out
to a three-point advantage in
the first quarter, 15-12, and
trailed by just on at the half,
24-23.
Fulton was unable to pull
away from Calloway through all
of the third quarter with the
Lakers down just a bucket
entering the final frame, 38-36.
Fulton finally got rolling in
the fourth behind the support of
its fans, however, outscoring
the Lakers 16-7.
The Pilots had a more
balanced scoring attack than
Calloway, placing three players
in double figures. Calloway's
lone top gun was Craig Carraway, who netted 21 points.
Jason Greer was next highest
scorer for the Lakers with eight.
The game was won at the
free throw line. The Pilots hit
15 of 23 while Calloway just
five of 11.
Fulton Co. 54, Calloway 43
12 24 38 — S4
FULTON .......... ...... . . .
15 23 36 — 43
CALLOWAY
'
Fulton (214)
Barnett S. CabA 11, Carlton 10, Elam 6 Welch 5,
Warren 14. TOTALS: FO 18. Three-point 1 (Calculi).
Free Throw 15-23.
Callow/ (9-10)
Anderson 2, Caraway 21, Dearer 5, Gibson 2, Greer
5. Nornbudtle 5. TOTALS: It Thrse-point 2 (Caws*ay, Cisaver). Frio Throw 5-11

Tigers stumble
late in close
call at Graves
MAYFIELD — Murray High
played a game similar to Calloway County Tuesday night.
After staying close throughout
the game to a seemingly better
ball club, the Tigers succumbed
in the fourth quarter to Graves
County, 87-63.
The Tigers played the 17-8
Graves County squad even in
the first quarter, 21-21, and
actually took a one-point lead
into the lockerroom at halftime,
33-32.
Graves County, not to be outdone, managed to pull ahead by
one point after three quarters,
54-53. And then disaster hit for
the visiting Tigers. Graves
woke up in the fourth, outscoring Mutray High 33-10 in the
final eight minutes. A 15-of-18
outing from the charity stripe in
the fourth proved to be the
straw that broke Murray's back.
Offensively, Jeremy Mayes
completely destroyed the
Tigers, netting 30 points in the
contest, including five threepoint field goals. Two other
Graves players scored over 15
points.
Graves 87, Murray High 63
GRAVES
MURRAY

21 32 54 — 87
21 33 S3 —
Greve. (174)
Alderace S. Barber 17. Floyd 10. Fox I. Gooney 16,
Kaelna 2. Mayes 30, Thornasson & TOTALS' FG
10-52 Three-point 10-17 (Mayes 5, Gooney 4, Mowdm) Free Throw 17-21.
Murrey (6-13)
Allen 9. Chasm 14. Curtis S. Foster 10. Greene 19.
Weatherly S TOTALS: 25-52. Three-point 3-13
(Greene. Allen 21. Free Throw 8-14

Western shocks Louisville 78-77
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Western Kentucky earned more
than a victory over No. 22 Louisville — it got some
respect.
"It's no disgrace to lose to Western Kentucky," said
Louisville coach Denny after his Cardinals fell 78-77
Tuesday night on Damn Horn's 3-pointer with nine seconds left. "I don't mind getting beat by Western. They're
a good basketball team."
Western Kentucky coach Ralph Willard has been saying
that all season long.
"We wanted to show that we are a good basketball
team," he said. "I've been trying to tell everybody that.
We didn't fold. We .played with a lot of heart and
emotion."
Western Kentucky (17-4), which had lost 14 straight to

the Cardinals dating back to 1962, trailed 75-68 when went to the zone and I faded to the corner and they
Louisville's Dwayne Morton scored on a layup with 2:27 couldn't find me."
Logo.
Louisville (14-7) had one more chance for victory, but
But the Hilltoppers, who blew a 14-point lead in the sec- Morton missed a driving dunk as time expired.
ond half following a 20-0 run by the Cardinals, refused to
"I'm sad and disappointed and I'm hurt," said Morton.
fold before the 19,368 screaming fans in Freedom Hall. "I hesitated and waited. I hung on the rim and the ball
Western Kentucky got a big break when, trailing 77-75, came out. I took off so far. I usually make them. I was so
Louisville's Derwin Webb drove in for a dunk with 39 sec- open."
onds left. But Webb slammed the ball off the rim instead
Mark Bell scored 24 points, Darnell Mee 19 and
of through the hoop, and the rebound went to the Cypheus Bunton 14 as Western Kentucky won its fifth
Hilltoppers.
straight game.
"I just flat out missed it," said Webb, who finished
Morton topped Louisville with 19 points, followed by
with 10 points and seven rebounds.
Clifford Rozier with 17 and Greg Minor 13. The Cardinals
The Hilltoppers called a timeout with 30.4 seconds to were coming off a 90-86 victory at UNLV on Sunday.
go, and then worked the ball around the perimeter before it
"I didn't think that had anything to do with it," Crum
ended up in Horn's hands for an uncontested 3-pointer. said of his team's performance against the Hilltoppers.
"Western's trademark is to play hard and never quit,"
said Horn, who had nine points and seven assists. "They •TURN TO PAGE 3B

Pitino: Wildcats ready to rise
Newton's club
ready for Rupp
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

Kentucky withdraws offer to Epps
LEBANON, Ky.(AP) — The University of Kentucky has withdrawn its offer to allow Marion County High School basketball star
Anthony Epps to walk on and receive a scholarship when one
became available, according to the player's coach, Tim Davis.
Coach Rick Pitino told Davis Sunday that UK would not recruit
Epps any longer, "and they were going in another direction."
Davis said he was told that Epps had a chance but that the offer
was being withdrawn.
The 6-foot-I point guard is one of the players in the running for
"Mr. Basketball," an honor that goes to the top prep star in Kentucky each season.
After being told he could walk on and receive a scholarship later.
Epps announced through his coach that he would announce his
decision at the end of the season. He said that he would look at
other offers, but UK was still at the top of his list, Davis related.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Secondranked Kentucky wants more
than a victory against struggling
South Carolina tonight.
The Wildcats had little trouble
in disposing of South Carolina
108-82 when the Southeastern
Conferences teams met Jan. 23 at
Columbia, S.C. And many people
expect a similar game in Rupp
Arena.
But with only six games "I think I didn't do the best job
remaining in the regular season, of keeping the nucleus together in
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino that game. I thought we had the
wants his team to elevate its play. game in hand."
"I think we really have to play
Pitino stressed to the Wildcats
good basketball, whether the during a team meeting Monday
crowd believes it or not," he that they need to lift their play in
said. "We've got to get away preparation for the postseason.
from that now and really focus on
"I think they realize how crubringing our game to a new cial it is to our team winning,"
level."
he said. "We had a more serious
Pitino was generally unhappy meeting this time around."
with his team's 81-62 victory
South Carolina (9-12, 5-6
over Notre Dame last Saturday, SEC) has lost four of its last five
but he took some of the blame for games, including 83-63 at Missisthe lackluster performance.
sippi State last weekend.
"My substitutions were not the
Pitino, however, isn't taking
best in that game for putting the Gamecocks lightly. ,
together a great game," he said.
"This game is a tough oppo-

nent because they have quality
athletes," he said. "This is a
team that has played good, sound
basketball."
In the earlier meeting against
the Wildcats, South Carolina had
difficulty with the press in turning the ball over 22 times.
"You have to do a great job in
transition, take care of the
basketball and not let the tempo
get away from you because they
can do it in a hurry," South Carolina coach Steve Newton said of
the Wildcats.
Kentucky (18-2, 8-2) used a
13-0 run to break away from a
TURN TO PAGE 3B

PRO BASKETBALL

Free throw line trips up O'Neal
as Detroit exploits Magic center
By The Associated Press
Shaquille O'Neal's line in the
boxscore is as impressive as
they come: 46 points on
19-of-25 shooting, 21 rebounds
and five blocked shots.
Read a little closer, however,
and another line stands out:
8-of-16 free throw shooting.
Inaccuracy from the line has
been O'Neal's weakness all
season (59 percent), and on
Tuesday night it helped cost
Orlando a win.
O'Neal missed five straight
foul shots — including four in
overtime — as Detroit beat the
Magic 124-120.

In other NBA action, it was
New York 117, Dallas 87; New
Jersey 100, Milwaukee 88;
Phoenix 110, Boston 97; Houston 149, Philadelphia 111; Seattle 112, Washington 102; Golden State • 133, San Antonio
112, and Portland 105, Atlanta
90.
"I played pretty well. I
missed a lot of free throws, so
obviously I'm upset at that,"
O'Neal said. "I had a chance to
put it away and I didn't put it
away, but next time I'm in that
situation, I'll put it away."
O'Neal's performance
impressed Detroit's Joe
Dumars, whose 39 points tied a

You don't just watch it!

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. —
Lang Wiseman came off the
bench to score 22 first-half points
and Tennessee took advantage of
some cold shooting to beat 13thranked Arkansas 101-91 Tuesday
night.
The Volunteers (11-12, 3-8 in
the Southeastern Conference) hit
nine straight free throws at one
point in the final minutes to keep

What is Home Theater/Surround Sound?
Home Theater delivers the thrill, the gut wrenching excitement and the emotion of
being in the middle ofthe action. The image you see comes alive with the sound you feel
all around you. It's a ticket to the best seat in the house. Home Theater can be very
affordable, most of the equipment you presently own can be upgraded to produce your
own Home Theater. Most rented movies are recorded with Dolby°Surround,and when
played on your own home theater system the movie is heard the way the director
originally intended. From a big screen projection TV to in-wall speakers,we can provide
any piece of equipment needed for home entertainment.
PIONEER'
Authorized
Dealer • HITACHI° VCR's and Televisions
„
•.

'Stop by our booth thb weekend at the Home Lawn & Garden Show"

(One Block from MSU)
•

Staff Report

LADY LAKERS 59, Fulton Co. 51

Murray Ledger & Times

FULTON
CALLOWAY

HICKMAN — Valerie Shelton
and Farrah Beach proved to be a
lethal back-court combination in
the Lady Lakers' 59-51 win over
Fulton County Tuesday night.
Shelton provided the offense,
scoring 28 points, while Beach
was everything else. Calloway's
defensive stopper finished the
game with nine steals and six
assists.
"Farrah came out and really
sparked us on several occasions,"
Lady Laker head coach Peter
O'Rourke said after his team won
its fourth in a row to move to
15-6 on the season.
Beach picked up four steals in
the final minutes of the game as
Calloway hung on to a 35-28
halftime lead.
Leading 52-51 with less than

the Razorbacks (16-6, 7-5) at
bay. Arkansas made just 17 of 45
field goal attempts in the second
half.
Wiseman was good on six of
seven 3-point attempts in the first
half and helped Tennessee to a
seven-point halftime lead. The
Volunteers led throughout the
second half, although Arkansas
sliced the margin to 62-61 with

GUTIERS

Income Tax

Projection TV • Laser Disc Players • CD Changers • Audio/Video Receivers • Tape Decks
Speakers By: PIONEER • ADVENT • INFINITY

808 Coldwater Rd.

"It was pretty frustrating,"
he said. "I'm the type of guy to
have no excuse for missing free
throws. I just miss them."
O'Neal's point total set a
single-game record for most
points scored at The Palace of
Auburn Hills.

Shelton, Beach provide
punch in Calloway win
14 28 39 — 51
14 35 48 — 59
Fulton
Bellew 5, Alexander 14, Cobb 16, Lynch 3, Smith 4.
Dunlow 4, 113Nroon 5. TOTALS: FO 20. Three-poirs
2(Alexander, Lynch). Free Throw 5-7. Rebounds 32.
Csaotway (154)
Buoy 4, Darnell 14. Dunn 4, Beach S. Shelton 28,
Mohan 2, Randolph 2. TOTALS. 17, Three-point 4
(Shelton). Free Throw 13-19 Rebounds IS.

three minutes to play, Calloway
went into a delay game. After
going up by three, Beach garnered back-to-back steals and
assists in an 8-0 run to provide
the winning margin.
Calloway forced 32 Lady Pilot
turnovers while commiting only
12. Senior Leah Darnell was a
key inside for the' Lady Lakers,
scoring 14 points and pulling
down four rebounds. Antonia
Dunn had nine boards.
O'Rourke noted the play of
Kadonna Randolph and Marti
McClard off the bench was a key.

Wiseman's hot shooting rips Hogs

PIONEER HOME THEATER

afillinert ritetric

season-high he set against
Orlando on Jan. 2.
"I didn't need this game to
tell me he's for real. This was
just his confirmation," Dumars
said.
Although O'Neal made a
club-record 12 straight shots,
the missed free throws stuck in
his mind.

STEVE PARKER/ledger 6 Times photo

Calloway sophomore Farrah Beach (right), shown against Hickman County earlier in the season, sparked the Lady Lakers off the
bench Tuesday night.

SOUND DESIGNS

By Appointment Only

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(commtie a Residential)

Page
Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020

Call Tony Page

For More Information

Call 759-1835

at

753-8107
•

1
-
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15:23 to play. Steve Hamer
responded with two free throws
and a basket inside.
Darrell Hawkins' basket off a
steal cut it to 76-72, but the
Razorbacks never got any closer.
Two free throws by Wiseman —
his only points of the second half
— and a 3-pointer by Chris
Brand gave the Volunteers an
86-76 lead with 5:58 to play.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sicing
Rapleament Windows•Pado Doors
Carports•Pado Enclosures
'Wolverine
•Cartain Teed
'Reynolds
'Alma
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranw Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P.O. Box 1064, Murray., KY 42071
(502)753-0280

-
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Actions& Reactions
RACER TENNIS
RICHMOND, Ky. — Murray State's Martin Jansson, Jimmie Brooks,
Mike Hall and Scott Yarbrough all won singles championships in the Greg
Adams Men's Tennis Invitational held last weekend at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Jansson won at the No. 2 spot, boating Matt Schiller of Butler 6-3, 6-4 in
the finals; Brooks won at No. 3, beating Russell Shutzman of Louisville
6-3, 6-2 in the finals; Hall won at No. 4, beating Ches Anderson of Louisville, 6-4, 6-3 in the finals and Yarbrough won at No. 5, beating Neil Maurer of Louisville 1-6, 6-1, 7-6 (8-6) in the finals.
Pontus Hiort (No. 1) and Brad Hawthorne (No. 6) of MSU also reached
the finals but were beaten. Jansson and Yarbrough fell in the No. 1 doubles championship.
Morehead State, Tennessee Tech and Western Kentucky were also
entered in the non-scoring tournament, MSU's first competition of the
1993 season. The Racers have a road dual match set for Saturday against
Indiana.
MSU letterman Jan Fredrickson, who didn't play at the Richmond tournament because of a knee problem, is expected to be in the lineup this
weekend.

MURRAY STATE INDOOR TRACK
Stevon Roberts of Murray State timed 1:56.16 to win the men's
800-meter run in the Saluki Indoor Track Invitational held Saturday at Carbondale, III., and then came back to join Glen Wolcott, Trevor Hamilton
and Terry Harewood on the Racers' first place 4X400-meter relay team
that clocked a season's best 3:17.69.
Other first place finishers for Murray State were: Heather Samuel
(55-meter dash) and Felicia Upton (600-meter run), while Rebecca
Mizener-Burnett finished second in the women's mile run, as did Hamilton
in the men's 600-meter run, Chris Barrigar in the men's 3,000-meter run
and Chris Barber in the men's high jump and long jump.
Murray State finished fifth in the men's division and fourth in the
women's. They return to Carbondale Saturday to participate in the SIU
Open.

II Western shocks...
FROM PAGE 2B
Western Kentucky took a 16-3
lead in the first five minutes on
Mee's five points. The Hilltoppers led 45-38 at halftime despite
a 22-8 deficit on the boards.
Bell hit a 3-pointer and driving
layup, both off turnovers, and
Horn made a layup in the first
two minutes of the second half as
the Hilltoppers ahead 52-38.
Louisville then scored 20
straight points, keyed by Minor
and James Brewer with five
points each, for a 58-52 lead. The

margin increased to 73-65 on
Troy Smith's 8-foot turnaround
shot before the Hilltoppers made
their successful rally in the final
four minutes.
Bunton made two free throws
with 2:11 left, cutting the deficit
to 75-70. Twenty seconds later,
following a Louisville miss, Mee
drove to the baseline and hit an
eight-footer. And after a Louisville turnover, the 5-foot-8 Bell
drove inside for a layup to cut the
margin to 75-74 at 1:24.

Pitt, BC discuss game's ending
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Boston College buried No. 17 Pittsburgh with a 17-2 run over the
final 64 minutes of the first
half, riding Bill Curley's scoring and rebounding to a 79-56
upset Tuesday night.
The 23-point defeat was
Pitt's worst at home since an
87-56 loss to St. John's during
the 1984-85 season and was the
Panthers' most onesided in
coach Paul Evans' seven
seasons.
Boston College coach Jim
O'Brien, Evans and players
from both teams engaged in

some shoviig and shouting
after the game, prompting several Boston College players to
briefly leave the locker room
and return to the floor. The
incident started when O'Brien
and Evans exchanged words,
but quickly was broken up.- by
security and bystanders, including Pitt athletic director Oval
Jaynes.
Curley had 16 points and 14
rebounds as Boston College,
constantly beating Pitt downcourt for layups and uncontested follow-up shots, outrebounded the Panthers 45-31.

& Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
•('all Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563

Travis Ford with 12.2 and
Rhodes 11.3.
"They've had a good season,"
Pitino said of the Gamecocks.
"They've done well in the
league, and they've certainly
been a force. They're going to be
a factor on which teams go where
and where they're seeded in the
SEC tournament."
One thing for certain is Pitino
doesn't want South Carolina to
play a spoiler against the
Wildcats.
"I think certain teams aren't
going to the tournament and what
can make their team is to beat a
team like ours," he said.

5-5 tie in coasting past the Gamecocks. Rodrick Rhodes and Rodney Dent each scored 17 points in
leading six Wildcats in double
figures.
"You have to play some people and keep people fresh and
hope they can fight off the runs
that Kentucky makes," Newton
said.
Guard Jamie Watson leads
South Carolina in scoring with
15.4 points a game, while forward Emmett Hall adds 13.5 and
a team-leading 7.5 rebounds.
Jamal Mashburn tops Kentucky
with 21.8 points, followed by

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

Pitt shot just 35.8 percent and
made only 5 of 25 3-pointers.
Malcolm Huckaby added 15
points and Howard Eisley
scored 14 as Boston College
(14-7 overall, 8-5 in the Big
East) turned a 24-22 deficit into
a 47-30 lead with a 25-6 run
over a 10-minute stretch.

•Kentucky...
FROM PAGE 2B
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For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
•

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners: Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melon

WAREHOUSE
400 industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

mama IN TM

U.S.A.

1==.

FREE TESTING

SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Nlinols
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Whim
W L Pct
New York
33 16 673
New Jerky
30 21 .566
28 23 531
Balton
Orlando
23 23 500
18 30 375
Philadelphia
17 31 354
Washington
15 35 300
Central Division
31 17 887
33 19 .635
Clh=nd
Citations
26 22 543
21 26 .480
Atlanta
Indiana
22 28 .440
Nardi
21 29 .429
Vitivaukas
20 30 .400
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Bluish).
W L Pa.
San Antonio
33 15 .666
Utah
32 17 .653
29 21 .580
Houstm
Dewey
20 29 .408
11 35 .239
*Annear:4a
4 44 .063
Dallas
PacNic Division
Phoenix
37 10 .787
Sans
32 17 .653
30 16 .652
Portland
LA Lakin
26 22 542
LA Clippers
25 25 .500
23 29 .412
Goldson Suns
Sacramento
17 32 .347
Tuesday's Dames
Now York 117, Dallas 87

011
—
4
7
144
15%
186
—
1%
6%
94
11%
12
13%
Gil
1%
5
13%
21
29
—
6
6%
11%
134
16%
21

Now Jerry 100, klittrauks• 88
Derck 124, Orlando 120, OT
Phoenix 110, Boom 97
Houk
149, Phiisdislphia 111
Saida 112, WashirVon 102
Golden State 133, San Antonio 112
Penland 105, Atlanta 90
Wadassday's Games
Dormer at Orlando. 6.30 p.m
Detroit at Mark 6:30 p.m.
Now Y0914 at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m
Dabs at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m
Swarnardo at Indaria. 6:30 p.m.
Utah at Chicago, 7:30 p.m

Duralast'' Starters
Remanufactured.
American 8( Import.
All GM's come with
solenoid. Store stock
only. With exchange.

Our Best BatteryEVERY DAY

36,29!

Duralost® Sub-Zero
6 Year Battery
More Power! Up to 700
cold cranking amps.

EAST
Boston Collage 79, Pittsburgh 56
Cart Connecticut St 87, New Hampshire 77
Hartford 97, Harvard 72
Providence 75, kiwi 60
St Polars 63. FairaNd 56
SOUTH
Mon 99, Bryan 89
Sanford 79, NE Minds 75
W Unlucky 78, louisbills 77
MIDWEST
DisPaul 55. Ala.antingharn 48
Iowa 68. Ohio St 51
SOUTHWEST
Southern Math. 60, Tkas Chrislian 53
Tonneaus 101, Arkansas 91
Va. Commonwealth 66, Taus 60
FAR WEST
Colorado Ss, Kansas St 77

Valucraft*Starters
Remanutactured Store stock only
Price with exchange

Our Best Price

-4Y
EV ERY P

WITH
EXCH

Our Best Price EVERY DAY

Our Best Price EVERY DAY
COLLEGE BASKETBALL

888

EVERY DAY

AutoZone' 5 Year Battery

19

Up to 525 CCA
and 100 reserve minutes

4997

3888
wiTH
EXCH

Duralasr
Alternators

EVERY DAY

Remonufactured.
American & Import.
Store stock only.
Price with exchange.

29!T90975

Our Best Price EVERY DAY
Valucrafr Alternators
Remanufactured Store stock onlY
Price with exchange

LIFETIME
•

.

ale

1),,

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

•
STP Oil Filters

2$4

Store stock only

FOR

Or $2.17 each.

WEST KENTUCKY RV DEALERS ASSOC.

EVERY DAY

For ITX)51 vehicles
Store stock only

STP Air Filters
For most vehicles
Store stock only

Mid America

ZAEA1J1L
8Pnrk\A
8A0V7

New
Fuel Pumps

2
97
EVERY DAY

STP Gas
Treatment

BUY 2
GET I

8 oz

FREE

194

Electric
Fuel Pumps
Universal fit

New
Blower Motors

EVERY DAY

12

To
28 99

•PO

TO
57 97

299

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

#E8012S, #8016S

EVERY DAY

For most vehicles
Store stock only

149
°
99

2799

1988

Fuel Filters

Heater Hoses

For most vehicles
Store stock only

1/2" 5/8", Of 3/4'
Store stock only

om_IP

EVERY

Exxon Superllo
All wergnts In

stock

Orrirt 3 cases

Mobil
Super HP
All weghts in
3 cases

DAY

97!
89!
EVERY DAY

SlOCk

1.,m11

•
A\

•

1011

Halogen Headlamps
(Formed', Paducah Off-Price Mall)
3200 South Benne
Paducah, KY

Defender Mufflers

WHEN:

50,000 Sq. Ft.of RV's Indoors]
14 Different Brands
• Travel Trailers 'Fifth Wheels
• Motor Homes • Park Models
• Fold Downs

Friday, Feb. 19
12 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Saturday, Feb. 20
9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

$2.00 Paid Admission
DEALERS INCLUDING
• Youngblood's RV Super Center
• 1.4urphy's Camper Sales

EVERY DAY

c42

214eediamp Systems
H6024. H6054

1097

14, (A

EA

Voltage
Regulators
For most vehicles
Store stock only

MURRAY

Sunday, Feb. 21
1 P.M. to 5 P.M.

WIN $2,000 GIFT CERTIFICATE

• Arrowhead Camper Sates
• Camp-A-Rana Sales

Starter
Sol•nolds

By Mammon,
LVI
OEM replacement
Over 300 tailpipes
available ttwu our
Express Ports Service

4N•odlomp Systems
H4651 H4656
145001. H5006 $5 86 EA

753-8971

S. 12th St
in Southside Center

ZCIED
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Classified

•

Deadlines are 2 days in advai.mi and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition ......
........
.... Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition .
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
\t F \ \ I ••
\
010 ............................LegalNotice
d20 ..._--..--......
.....
025 .........-................... Personals
030
Card of Thank'
040
In Memory
050
Loot & Found

FARMER.. M

t•-

I

190 .................... Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390..._.Poultry & Supplies
400
Produce
550 .
Feed & Seed

410

Public Sale

070 -.--,.-Doinestie & Childcare

540

For Trade

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

110 .................... ........ Instruction

670

Wanted

090
100

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 ;a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

SF:
120
Insurance
2.30
Exterminating
250
Business Services
290
Heating And Cooling
530 .... .... Services Offered

311SUELI.ANF:OUS

ENIPLOYNIEN

lit %NS,'OR IA I ION
470.
Motorcycles
480 .
Auto Services
485 ...........-.........-..... Auto Parts
Used Care
490
495
Vans
500
Used Trucks
510
Campers
520
Boats & Motors

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280

020

020
Witte

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

Goodness gracious
sakes alive
our neighborhood
pharmacist is 55!

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

285 Mobile Horne Lota For Rent

365

Business Rentals

420

310

Want To Rent

430

320

Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lew'.

460

Homes For Sale

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads. sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804.

•

CABLEVISION has two
part-time Customer Service Representatives available Qualified candidates
should have previous office
and computer experience,
good telephone skills, enjoy working with people and
be willing to work a flexible
schedule including
weekends and holidays.
Send resume to G. LeMaster, 76 North Main Street,
Benton, Ky 42025. EEO-m/
COMMERCIAL plumbing
contractor hiring licensed
journeyman plumbers.
Must have commercial experience and references.
Pay to be determined by
experience and references.
Call (502) 554-3132.

For Sale Or Lease
..........

.....--Homo

Loans

Real Estate

435 .

Lake Property

isn

100

210

DD0000000000000t
x DOLL ROUSE I
CATE
X
X

ESTABLISHED antique BOGARD trucking and exbusiness (have many con- cavating inc We haul top
signors), good earnings, soil gravel fill dirt, white
x brick/alum 4900 sq ft rock, rip rap 759 1828
Exotic Dancers
X
Hwy. 79 East Paris, Tenn „ bldg.-good condition & loX Mon.-Set. 6 p.m..2 ant A cation. Call Kopperud Re- BLEM light truck Ores 16"
alty 753-1222 for info and and 165' $65 each plus
901442%297
X
MLS*4641
showing.
tax Warehouse Tires, 400
XXXXX2CXXXXX30000E
Industrial Rd 753.1111
PIZZA INN seeking qualiPRODUCE dept manager fied franchises Carry-out/ FOR sale typewriter SCM
needed. Apply in person at delivery and full service re- portable electric Best offer
D & T Foods, 623 So 4th, staurants Easy to open over $100 received by noon
and operate 110 franch- on Feb 20 753-2835
Murray. No phone calls
ises sold in the last 12
months For info call (800) LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
880-9955
and sportswear, rentals,
QMRP - Qualified Mengowns and tuxedos Ruth's
tal Retardation Pnies120
See and Sew Country
sional. Shall act as case
Square, 1608 N 121, MurComputers
coordinator and advo•
ray 753-6981
cate for developmentally
COMPUTERS IBM com
disabled clients responpatthle, new 42 mega byte, NEW complete door &
sible for monitoring,
hard drive, color monitor, frame assembly 28x69,
supervising and coordi34 & 5'/. floppy disk, key- cost $132 asking $60 Like
board $600 Tandy TRS 80 new garbage disposal $25
nating delivery of sercolor,
too, &cassette drive, Grill gas tank $4 435-4043
vices to clients. Bacheprinter,
joy sticks, key- SUNTAN beds, new &
lor's Degree in Human
board, programs, tapes, & used
Services or related field
etc_ $175 Call 354-6742
Home or commercial units
required.
Experience
Financing available
preferred. Send resume
753-9274 1800-540-9790
to Personnel Office,

Firewood
FIREWOOD 436-5598
WOOD for sale, 753-9745

$5.00 Column Inch
Diaipliy Ad.
40% Discount 2nd
60% Discount 3rd Ron
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$1 75 per whim loch extra far Toeiday I Shipp
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5. per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

300

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Business
Rentals

2BR, water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air.
753 4509

3BR mobile home in Alma
$300/mo, $200 deposit
6mo lease 759 1591

220

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
230
Miscellaneous
CAROLINE wood inser
used 2 seasons 753-4774
RATS OR MICE7 Buy Enforcer Products Guaranteed! To kill rats & mice
Available at Murray True
Value Home & Auto Centers North Side Shopping
Center
270
Mobile
Hornes For Salo
14x70 1987 2br, 2 bath
753-4549

Want
To Buy

OUTWOOD,
23524
Dawson Spgs. Road,
Dawson Springs, Ky.
42408

Display Ads

2fin

Andes
For Sale

Business
Opportunity

14x70 CLAYTON 2br, 2
SPA, 5
person, bath on rented lot near
From all of
6.7"x6'10-x35, 2hp pump Kirksey 753-8311 or
ANTIQUES
by
the
piece
or
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air 489-2694
Charlie's Angels
collections Call 7S39433 cover, and redwood steps
1969 12x70 3BR trailer,
DO you need a JOB, or do
after 5pm
2 years old. $2950 Call new furnace & hot water
you need help in making
Rqoal OPPrruniq Buldere
heater For sale or take
positive advances for the
CASH paid for good, used 753-3488
over payment 498-8974 or
future? We have 22 JOB
rifles, shotguns, and pis435-4393 after 5pm.
OPENINGS for people betols Benson Sporting
070
tween the ages of 16-22
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Domestic
FOR SALE
1991 16x80 Belmont 3br 2
"fgelliOti
td.M.:17:=
years, if you are not in
Murray
1111.11.0011110
Childcare
bath, lots of extras
1111101AN
t
1,
OFFICE FILES
school. Call 753-9378 five
753-2538 after 5 30 pm
Lateral and
will do light house work CASH paid for non-working
T R AC OR TRALER MANN° CENTERS days a week between
VCRs
Call
437-4159
MNIi
mmi
Call
immE
436-2052
BR mobile home manufac8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
Vertical
tured in the 1980's Central
EOE. This project is funded
2 DESKS
WILL do house cleaning
150
NH $6800 Call 753-7953
by the Western Kentucky reliable and experienced
Cream Oak Tops
Attkies
61/1
Private
Industry
CouncilCall
Linda
759-9553
CUMMINGS
Meter Poles
All like new.
1.40.11111 I,v. AA.
For Salo
Imes Groh
JTPA.
Specializing in mobile
WILL do house cleaning, 18x33x4 ABOVE ground
home electric services. 200
EARN $500 OR MORE have references Call pool All
ac.essories in(Dixieland Shopping
amp. $375. 100 amp $325
Weekly stuffing envelopes. 474-2131 ask for Betty or cluded $1450
You move
Center)
435-4027
1-800-334-1203 Send long SASE to Cozzy leave message, will call 435-4165 after 5pm
M-F.
1304 Chestnut
Home Shoppers PO Box back
Murray, Ky.
CAPS printed for campaign
24 SMOKE damaged
224 Dept M27, McKenzie,
or business $2.00/ea
church pews solid oak,
Tn 38201.
753-9212.
price negotiable To see
Position
EASY work! Excellent pay!
call 753 5015 between
155
Wanted
Assemble products at
Barn and 4pm
home Call toll free SEWING jobs wanted, in
Wanes*
1-800-467-5566 Ext 8047 ducting formal wear
II Brands
EMBERHEARTH
wood
PORTABLE
washer &
EXPERIENCED lead 753-1061
stove/fireplace insert 1 dryer set $300 Call
player and keyboard player
kersosene heater. 30" 436-2420
needed for working band.
Peterson propane logs. All
Must be committed.
in excellent condition Call
160
436-2701.
753-7580 after 5pm
Horne
COUNTRY JEANS NEW
HOUSE Inspectors. No
Furnishings
SHIPMENT. Men's basic
exp. necessary. Up to $800
Levis, Lady's Guess, CarBATHROOM vanity tops,
wkly. Will train. Call
ham overalls lined & unbathtubs, showers, doors
219-769-6649, ext. H-239,
lined, Lady Rocky Mounmirrors. etc. Come see our
Sam to 8pm, 7 days
tain teens, latest colors
showroom 612 S 9th St
Rack jeans $10-$19.95. 5 LOCALLY owned firm
753-5719 Thornton Tile &
Full and part time positions available.
mi 94 E. Thur-Fri 12-4, Sat seeks independent conMarble
Certification
preferred,
but
will
provide
10-4, Mon, Tues, Wed by tractors to travel nationwide
LIKE
new microwave cart
appointment. 759-1062.
as buyers. All expenses
training in facility. Apply in person
$55. 759-4994.
paid plus $125/ day. Will

88ft x 50tt metal building
insulated, gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
storage Located at 406
electric or gas Walking disSunburg Circle See Carlos
tance to college 753-5209
Black Jr at Black's Decor
ating Center or call
300
753-0839 or 436-2935
Business
Rentals
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
32ft x 50ft BUILDING to Shopping Center
automotive work Complete 753-4509 or 753-6612
with air compressor, gas
heat 3 phase electrical ser- UP to 3400 sq ft located
vice, 4 overhead doors and 121 Bypass 753 2225
759-1509 after 6pm
large office 753-3018

Step Aerobics
*Experienced Teachers
*Year Around Classes
'Beginners & Advanced

Fitness Figures
Pam Thomas - 753-2410
On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

753-7001

HOUSE TRAVEL

Tilli7
-4=11111

0 CM
Ill 11111111111111111111

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

lassified Ad
Sale!

VCR Service
Ward-Elidns
753-1713

- February Only -

Nursing Assistants

Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

By Way of the
Grapevine
-

BABYSITTER needed for
weekends from 2-00-1100
Call 753-4062

Mobile Homes For Sale

MEItt'll.‘NDISE
---------------Computers
120
130 .....--For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150.
.Articles For Sale
155 ...............................Appliances
160
Horne Furru @hi nge
165
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
170.
180
.Sewing Machines
195 ------.--Hosavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
TV.& Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

ALLIANCE

753-4199

._

Holp
Wanted

:
I F. s %FY,

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error ahould be reported
immecLately so corrections can be
made.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Substantial penally
for early withdrawal.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

060

I

270

Help
Wanted
ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.

REAL

Mobile Hornes For Rent

U0

ORDINANCE NO. 893-996
An ordinance designating the Board of
Building and Housing Appeals as the Appeal Board for certain code violations and
adopting rules and regulations for appeals
recommended by the Board of Building and
Housing Appeals.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
11th day of February, 1993.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm.Donald Overbey
City Attorney

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

Antiques & Gifts

New to Murray - Graniteware (dishwasher &
oven safe). Red, green, blue, 4 black swirled
pattern. Table runners, placemats 4 napkins.
Coca-Cola items, Battenburg lace is here. Christmas corner all year.

Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service We
represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th al Main
Murray, KY' 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-800-455-4199

train Send resumes to
Buyers, PO Box 309, Murray, Ky 42071.
MEDICAL laboratory assistant wanted for doctor's
office Experience required
Send resume to PO Box
1040R, Murray, Ky 42071
NEEDED bright, innovative
person for responsible position in retail sales Must
have pleasant co-operative
attitude and be willing to
learn Salary is 6 00/hr minimun. Send resume to PO
Box 10400, Murray, Ky
42071
PARK Rangers Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc No exp. necessary For info. call
219-769-6649 ext 7159
8am-8pm 7 days
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm-2am
PROFESSIONAL Secretary needed for progressive
Benton-area business The.
candidate of preference
should have proven office
experience. pc computer
skills, excellent telephone
technique, positive attitude,
and a desire to become part
of an exciting industry We
offer a competitive wage,
excellent benefits and
pleasant working enwon
ment Send resume with
salary requirements M 7
Pickett 76 N Mein Skeet,
Ky 42025 EEO-WF

Monday-Friday 8-4.

Equal Opportunity Employer

=,
\lcSt ViC"

1401 South 16th St. • Murray, Ky. 42071

TIPS FOR MATURE JOB SEEKERS
FREE SEMINAR FOR AGES 55+
Friday, February 19
9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
DES & Senior Employment Program
reps. will offer
Interview & Job Search Tips
CALL 753-0929 to register
Senior Employment is funded byJTPA,through West KY
PIC,in cooperation with Dept. for Employment Services
& Parcheesi Ares Development District

APPLIANCE
PARTS
Most Major Brands

To Fit
10001$ of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
otpoot
kitc49,7
FO9idilfe

GE

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo
NICE sleeper sofa $45, variety of chairs, recliner,
couches, tamps, mattress,
box springs, end tables,
kitchen sink and misc.
753-1222
items.
days/753-6620 evenings.
WATERBED and home entertainment cabinet $250
Call 753-8778 after 5pm
165

Antiques
ANTIQUE ORNATE iron
bed Over 75 years old
753-7185
ANTIQUE piano completely restored, new keys
felt and finish $400 invested asking $200
354-6742
200

900\

searS

44"6

pousemay-tsg
,
v4estuno

ikopan

441

FREE

THEWS BARGAIN BIN

Sports

Equipment
FOR sale Daiwa Advisorirons &graphite shafts 1
iron thru sand wedge & 11
iron Great condition
Phone 753-2935 after 5pm

(6 days-2 days free. 9 days-3 days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

Call

7534
916
to place your ad.

oaci

WARD ELKINS
Court

Square

Murray

753-1713

SAVE!

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

411.-

4
•
4.•

,:ig.r.,:i•Vi•-••••ffiwak.....••••••••••••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
uu

1,2, & 3BR apts. & houses.
Lease and deposit required. Cal 753-9669.
1BR apartment lot rent.
Hazel Apts., Hazel. Ky. You
must be 62, handicapped
Of disabled. Rent based on
income. Equal Housing Opportunity. 527-8574 or
492-8721.
1BR furnished apt. Close to
university and hospital.
Some utilities paid.
753-8756 or 753-9101.

One bedroom apt.
nicely furnished
near campus.
Can Owea
Food Market
7S3-4682
FURNISHED lbr apt. No
pets. Zimmerman Apts. So
16th 753-6609.

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students. Available for
Spring Semester. Coleman
RE. 753-9898.

2BR, 14 bath townhouse,
central h/a. All appliances
and lawn maintance furnished. $450/mo. Coleman
RE 753-9898,

lAUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

For Real
Or Lease

Room
For Sale

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.

FIXED rate. adjustable. VA
and FHA loans at Humphries 8 Assoc. Mortgage
Co. in Paducah. Call Kenny
Rose at 1-800-326-7634 or
1-442-9929. An equal
housing lender.

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 for more
information.

FOR sale by owner. Ranch
style home near Kirksey.
365
Approx. 9 miles from MurFor We
ray. Newly remodeled and
Or Luse
handsomely decorated.
Approx. 2000sq ft living
SHOP for sale by owner.
2000 sq ft. office, 3 phase space. 3br, 2'.4 bath, great
room, beautiful fireplace,
current, gas-wood furnace,
cental air, 1 mile 3 tenths spacious kitchen, 2 car garage, matching outside storeast of Murray. % acre,
age building, 1 acre lot.
10hp compressor, 5hp
Must see to appreciate.
compressor, 160 ft well
$27,000. 753-0062 or Previously realty listed for
$96,000. Will sell in the low
753-9714.
$80's. 753-9971.

2BR, 2bath, duplex, w/
garage, central gas heat.
Appliances furnished.
Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

35161
NEAR university. Large
900 square-foot, 2br apartPets
ment. Plush carpet
Is
throughout. 4 large closets
plus knen closet. Range. BEAUTIFUL Dalmation
refrigerator, dishwasher, puppies Male and females
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref., disposer, washer-dryer $200 ea. Call (901)
dishwasher, w/d hook-up, hookup. Central eletric heat 352-2416 after 5.
central h/a, $335/mo. Deand air. Recently painted.
posit required. No pets. Ground floor. $325/mo. De- DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming. All breeds, at
753-9240.
posit required. 753-4560 sizes. Southside Shopping
2BR deluxe apt. central 9am to 4pm Monday thru Center. 759-1768
heat & air, deck, appliances Friday.
& lawn maintenance furn- NEW 2br townhouse, all HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
ished . Coleman RE
appliances furnished, in- Classes or private lessons.
753-9898.
cluding washer and dryer, Serving Murray for over
2BR duplex in Northwood, $450/mo. plus deposit. 1 12y rs. 436-2858.
year lease. Available im$325/mo. 759-4406.
MUST find good home for 3
mediately. 753-4573.
2BR near MSU. Central
black & white puppies, 2
heat & air, available now. QUIET, spacious country males & 1 female. Will be
$300/mo. appliances & living. 2br duplex w/carport, small dogs. 753-5494 after
lawn maintenance furn- gas heat,large closets. 2 mi 5pm.
out 94W, Gregory Drive.
ished. Embassy Apts.
$350/mo plus lease & de753-9898.
430
posit. No pets. 753-7951.
Real
APARTMENT in single
Esude
family dwelling area. 2br. TAKING applications for
appliances, quiet area, section 8 rent subsidized FOR your real estate
near university. $325/mo. apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- needs, contact Wilson ReCall 753-8096 or 753-2633. rooms, handicap accessi- alty at 302 So. 12th,
ble. Equal Housing OpporCHARMING 2 bedroom, 2 tunity. Apply Hilldale Apts. 753-3263. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, broker; Pat Colgarage.
duplex
with
bath
Hardin, Ky. or call eman, 753-0818, associNorthwood Drive. Ap- 502-437-4113.
ate; Dan Miller, 435-4144,
pliances furnished, washer/
associate & auctioneer.
dryer hook-up, central air
bedroom
and gas heat. $475 a UPSTAIRS, 2
HUNTERS Paradise! 157
month, 1 month deposit, 1 apartment, deposit, lease, acre farm in Tennessee
Call
13th
St.
113S
no
pets.
year lease. No pets.
has both mature & young
753-3488.
753-2905.
forest. Tendable acreage is
in government set aside
program providing annual
340
income of $5600 3 ponds &
Houses
2 BR Duplex
abundance of wildlife. MLS
• For Rent
Northwood w pa4402 $69,500. Call Joan at
tio & carport. Cent 2BR, 1 bath in town. No Kopperud RE 753-1222.
H A. Stove, refrig., pets $250/mo. $250 depo- KOPPERUD REALTY ofdishwasher, dis- sit. 759-1519 leave fers
a complete range of
posal, vi d hookup. message.
Real Estate services with a
Bedrooms have 2BR, CHERRY Corner: wide selection of quality
15 Ig closets. Stove & refrigerator. homes, all prices.
Many kitchen ca- $300/mo., references and 753-1222.
binets. INCLUDES deposit required. Call after
MOVING to Kentucky or
SEPARATE PRI- 4pm. 753-3187.
anywhere nationwide, free
VATE
20x30 4BR, $425/mo plus depo- area information, RELO
STORAGE BLDG sit. Call (618)533-2116 agent: Joe Passantino,
W OVERHEAD
4-6pm.
SIRK & CO., Realtors.
DOOR. Ref. $400 4BR in Hazel. Available 800-662-5651 or
dep, $400 mo. No Feb. 19. Appliances includ- 502-928-2287.
pets. 753-3018
ing washer/dryer. RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
492-8526.
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
NOW taking applications FOR rent available now, Jean Bird. Bel-Air Center.
for Section 8low rent hous- 4br on Olive, $450/mo plus 502 -753-SOLD.
ing. Apply in person at deposit. 753-2225 days or 1-800-369-5780.
Southside Manor, 906 759-1509 nights.
ROBERTS Realty: CalloBroad St Extended, beHOUSE for rent/ 2 or 3br, way County's oldest and
tween 8am-12noon. No
lots of shade, a/c, gas heat, most reliable real estate
phone calls please. Equal
partially furnished, dose to agency. For all your real
Housing Opportunity.
campus.$300 plus deposit. estate needs call them toNOW taking applications 408 N 5th St, Murray, Ky. day at 753-1651! Sycafor 1 & 2 bedroom subsi- 362-7533.
more and 12th St
dized housing. Apply in perwasher,
NEW
duplex,
2br,
son at Murray Manor Apts,
dryer, gas heat, all ap1409 Duiguid Dr. No phone
435
pliances. Call 753-9447 or
calls please. Equal HousLe
753-5719.
ing Opportunity.
Property

OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom

NEW lake view home on 7
acres in Farmers Cove.
Southside of Blood River
next to community boat
dock. Under construction
with basement. $44,500
finished. TWIN LAKES
REAL ESTATE AND BUILDERS 753-0563.
WILL TRADE Kentucky
lake lot, 120'40', for late
model pickup 436-2261

400 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753-5940
150

Horns
For Sale

1111,1J'jlf;ilii:1114J,11111
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
AN Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership
-Corporation

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant
204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-4153

3BR, 2 bath, double wide.
Pool, satellite, decks, on
one acre. Must sell.
753-1221.
4BR, lbath, kitchen, LR,
OR, and utility room-2 car
garage-only 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU. $45,000.
753-4464
BEST location in Gatesborough. 4br. 2'.S bath, living
room, family room, formal
dining room, kitchen utility.
Brick & veneer. 4 car garage, huge back deck,
swimming pool. 753-6291
after 4pm.
CANTERBURY 3br, 2A
bath, LR, DR, hardwood, 2
car garage, privacy fence,
landscaped. 753-5264.
FRESH ON THE MARKET.
Extremely attractive 3br, 2
bath home roar Murray
High tennis courts. Home
totally redecorated, extremely nice condition.
Central gas heat, central
electric U.Offered in upper
660's. PALS 4737. Contact
Kopperud RE 753-1222.

I'P
Jig •

IF you are having a problem
selling your home, please
call me. I can offer full
market price if you can be
flexible on terms. Call
753-9669.
485

1986 DODGE 600 SE 4dr,
excellent Condition, super
clean, - priced low. Call
753-9774 after 5pm.

Serviose
Offered

Sonless
Offered

1988 CHEVY 5-10 Tahoe
Blazer. Extra nice, low mileage, white. 753-4487.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

FORREST Construction
Remodeling additions, repair, painting, countertops,
general carpentry and blue
prints 753-9688 14 years
experience

1988 GMC pickup SLE,
1986 FIERO blk/grey, new step side, loaded, 38,000.
condition,
clutch, excellent
$9500. 753-0062 or
$3500. 753-4308.
753-9714
1986 OLDS Cutlass, 4dr, 1989 CHEVY 350 SilverV-8 motor, one owner ado SWB loaded, new cus$3200. Call 753-5738 after tom paint job, Boyd wheels,
4pm.
new tires, 74,XXX miles
1988 IROC Z28. Extra $10,500 obo Call
dean. Cruise, tilt, pAv, p/ 436-2765 after 7pm.
seats, 55xxx miles. $9500. 1990 454 Super Sport
901-247-3233 ask for Chevrolet. Only 7000 units
Tony
built, 17,XXX miles
3 VOLKSWAGONS, $15,500. 753-0370.
diesels, to be fixed or for 1992 CHEVY S-10 Tahoe,
parts. 436-5560,
V6,2 8L,a/c, p/b, p/s, tinted
CAR Stereo Installation windows, 8,500 miles
753-0113. Sunset Boule- 753-5076 take over
vard Music, Murray's Al- payments
pine Car Audio Specialist, 1992 JIMMY 4dr 4x4,
Dixieland Center, 1 block 16,XXX miles. sun roof, all
from MSU dorms.
options' $16,500. 1992
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca- Blazer 2dr 4x4, sport packvalier, 44xxx miles, am/fm age, sun roof, all options
stereo, a/c, $5000 $13,900, 527-3512 or 527
2552.
753-9240

Auto
Pets
USED tires 195/70/14
Goodyear Eagle GT, black
wall, mounted and balanced $125 + tax per set.
Key Auto Parts, Hwy 121
South. 753-5500.

530
Used
Trucb

SHARP 1986 rep Mazda
pickup. 60,XXX actual
miles, new Enki wheels &
tires. Truck in excellent
condition. $3500. 492-8684
or 753-0036 business

195

Vans

AUTO paint lobs $250 Also
buff & glazed $25
759-1553

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436-2642

GERALD WALTERS
BACKHOE and Hauling Roofing, vinyl siding. paintService 753-1221 or ing. Free estimates 18
753-1537
years experience Local reBACKHOE Service - ROY ferences 436-2701
HILL Septic system, driveGUTTERING By Sears
ways, hauling, foundations.
Sears residential and cometc. 759-4664.
mercial continuous gutters
BACKHOE SERVICE. installed for your specificaBRENT ALLEN septic tank tions Call Sears 753 2310
installation, repair, replace- for free estimate
ment, 759-1515.
HADAWAY Construction
BOB'S/ Plumbing Repair Home remodeling, paintService. All work guaran- ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
teed. 753-1134.
floor covering No Job too
small 436 2052
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE. Professional lawn
care and maintance. Free
estimates. 753-4591
CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664.

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753 0596

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisrnan 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical' Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
TIMMY Gamble tree work
247-1377
VCR Doctor, home repair
service Minor malfunction
specialist Pay for only repairs No service charge
For details call 437 4159, 7
days, anytime

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280

VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35. New location Route 1,
K B ASSOCIATES Gen- Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
eral construction, remodel- Mon -Fri 753-0530
ing, garages, decks, patios,
WINDOW tint home, busiinterior trim 753-0834
ness, auto Free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REReasonable rates
COVERY existing doors &
753-5185 or 762-2821
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free esti- PLUMBING repairman with
mates Wulff's Recovery same day service Call
Murray 436-5560
436 5255

CHARLIE Davidson. All
1986 CHEVY Conversion
types of roofing and revan, raised roof, tv, icebox/
510
pairs. Torch down rubber
cooler, a/c, p/s, p/b, near
roofing. 753-5113.
new tires, 3rd seat makes
Campers
490
bed, 4 captains chairs,
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Used
76xxx miles, one owner. 25FT Winnebago Nice
Sweeps has 10% senior
Cars
Priced reduced! May trade 474-8878.
citizen discounts We sell
1972 Impala Coupe, low for rural real estate.
chimney caps and screens.
530
mileage, extra clean inside 753-4359
435-4191.
Simko*
and out. Excellent condi- PLYMOUTH '88 Grand
COLSON'S Home Repair. LEE'S CARPET CLEANOffered
tion. $850. obo 759-1922 Voyager LE, V-6 1 owner,
Remodeling, carpentry, ING. For all your carpet and
1979 MALIBU Classic, loaded, new tires, excellent Al Lamb Brothers Quality painting and plumbing. upholstery call 753-5827
$6500
obo.
condition
light
hauling,
Tree
Service,
landow roof, piw, p/I, tilt,
436-2575 after 5pm.
Free
estimates
759-1555.
etc. Free estimates.
cruise 474-8878.
Emergency water removal
COUNTERTOPS,
custom
436-2102 ask for Luke.
1983 BUICK Century LimHomes, trailers, offices
LICENSED for electric arid
A-1
TOWN/country
yard
ited Local well maintained
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
gas 753-7203
500
mowing,landscaping
tree
car. Call 759-9431.
436-5560
Used
trimming,tree removal,light
REFINISHING, stripping,
Trucks
1983 DELTA 88. V8,4dr, all
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
hauling. Free estimates
custom woodworking
eletric, very good condition.
and Cooling Service ComTim
Lamb,
436-2528.
1971 CHEVY Cheyenne
753-8056
436-2853.
plete installation and serp/s, p/b a/c, stereo, excel Al TREE Service. Stump
vice.
Call
Gary
at
ROCKY COLSON Home
1983 HONDA Prelude, lent condition $3700. removal and spraying. Free 759-4754
Repair Roofing, siding,
automatic, air condition, 435-4250 or 753-5490 after estimates. 753-0906 after
power sunroof, good condi- 6pm
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495. DRYWALL, finishing, re- painting, plumbing, conpairs, additions and blow- crete. Free estimates Call
tion $2950 Call 489-2609. 1977 DODGE '4 ton
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- ing ceilings 753-4761.
474-2307
1985 FORD Escort, 4dr, pickup, 95,XXX $1500. try, remodeling, porches
manual shift, air condition, 1989 Silverado, 36,XXX, roofing, concrete, drive- FENCE sales at Sears SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
motor & clutch completely- black $10,500 Can be ways, painting, mainte- now. Call Sears 753-2310 installation, repair, replaceoverhauled. $1750. Call seen at 1204 Johnson Ave. nance, etc. Free estimates for free estimate for your ment. Backhoe service.
753-1789
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
needs
489-2609.
489-2303.

BUYS ARE

AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

FREE to good home Siamese male neutered cat Declawed 1 yr old Good na
tured 489 2416

gleiP

America's Second Car

7ifUgly Duckling
Knights of Columbus Hall

753-0166

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

you'll flnd It in

Miierray

HON-PROFIT ORGAN/AEON

P.O. Box 1033

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

mschins or s gym set,

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBI IC

Locations Coast to Coast

IN ME CIASURED51
Whether you're In the
markst for s washing

Murray

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Ledger 81 Times

Contract Bridge

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach

Tomorrow: Immobilizing the defense.

Reducing the Risk Factor
South dealer.
four,he should have cashed dummy's
Both sides vulnerable.
queen ofdiamonds.Another diamond
NORTH
lead from dummy at trick five would
•A Q6
then have left East with no recourse
V Q64
whether he ruffed or not.
•Q 8 5
If East ruffed,declarer would fol•A 1.0 7 3
low low and later draw East's last
WEST
EAST
trump to wrap up the contract. If
* J 1094
+7532
East did not ruff, South would win
10 98 2
VJ
the diamond with the king, cash the
•J 10763
•2
A-Q ofspades,discarding a club,and
•K642
•Q85
then lead dummy's last diamond.
SOUTH
Again East would find himself
•K8
between the devil and the deep blue
A K 753
sea. If he ruffed, it would be all over;
• A K 94
if he did not ruff, declarer would win
•J 9
the diamond with the ace and ruff
The bidding:
the nine of diamonds in dummy.
South West
North East
Whatever East did,South's only loser
1V
Pass
2 NT
Pass
would be a trump trick.
3*
Pass
3
Pass
Playing the diamonds in the right
6
order was the key to the slam. For
Opening lead -jack of spades.
practical purposes,the recommended
Most mistakes made by declarer method of play is bound to succeed
are due more to carelessness than once East follows suit to the queen of
lack of skill, and it is this carefree diamonds.
attitude that so often proves fatal.
Consider the present deal where
South got to six hearts and West led
a spade. Declarer won the jack with
the king, cashed the ace of trumps,
then led a low trump to the queen.
When West showed out, South realized that the slam was in jeopardy,
since there was the danger of losing
a diamond trick as well as a trump
trick.

TRAIN

Declarer therefore decided to
leave a trump in dummy as he tested
the diamonds. At trick four, he led a
diamond to the ace and followed with
a diamond to dummy's queen.Unfortunately, East ruffed, returned a
trump, and South had to go down
one.
Actually, declarer should have
made the contract. Instead of leading a low diamond to the ace at trick

+ Free Workshop +
Back to School
Information Night for
Adult Undergraduates
Beginning or Returning to College
Find out about:
Financial aid
Admissions procedures
Careers
Campus resources to help students
Monday, March 1, 1993 ++ 6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Small Ballroom

Call 1-800-669-7654 or
762-4150

u
(.1

by February 26 to register
Mon" 5tai thrimrsity Ua aqua! sfiszaftem and swpotorwart,

tilL1101t

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.

RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
SHEET METAL
SERVICE
INSTALLATION
•
All
Major
Brands
V Custom Design
•Air Conditioning
• Replacement Parts in Stock
•Gas Packs
•Furnaces - Gas or Electric • Factory Trained Technicians
•Heat Pumps
• Service Contracts Available
24 HR EMERGENCY SERVICE

Randy Thornton-Pres.

V Stainless Steel
V Copper
V Brass

Call 75381:1

• 1. •••••••••-•111.111

.•••

Free Estimates
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Looking Bach

Today in History

, is; . 6

Tea years ago
Today is Wednesday. Feb. 17, the 48th day of 1993. There are 317
Carl Anderson, son of Buford
days left in the year.
and Sharon Anderson, and Lisa
Today's Highlight in History:
McDonald, daughter of Martha
On Feb. 17, 1964, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its "one man, one
state
each
within
districts
congressional
that
M.
Feltman, seniors at Calloway
ruling
decision,
vote"
County High School, are finalists
must be roughly equal in population.
in National Merit Scholarship
On this date:
Program, according to Jerry AinIn 1801, the U.S. House of Representatives broke an electoral tie
ley, principal, and Larry Paschall,
between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr, electing Jefferson presipresident.
guidance counselor.
vice
became
Burr
dent.
Harold G. Beaman, administraIn 1811r a street in Baltimore became the first to be lighted with
tor of West View Nuring Home,
gas from America's first gas company.
said that final approval has been
In 1865, Columbia, S.C., burned as the Confederates moved out and
received to begin admitting resiUnion forces began moving in. (It's never been determined which side
dents to its new addition.
set the blaze.)
A program on "History of CalIn 1897, the forerunner of the National PTA, the National Congress
loway and Trigg Counties" will
of Mothers, was founded in Washington.
be presented by Dr. Hughie LawIn 1985, Murray P. Haydon, a retired auto worker, became the third
Humana
at
doctors
son
on Feb. 18 at Calloway
as
heart
artificial
person to receive a permanent
County Public Library.
Hospital Audubon in Louisville, Ky., implanted the device. (Haydon
In high school basketball
lived 488 days with the heart.)
he
Denver
in
announced
games,
Murray beat Ballard
Colorado
of
Hart
Ten years ago: Sen. Gary
Memorial and Carlisle County
would seek the 1984 Democratic presidential nomination. General
beat Calloway County. High team
Motors Corp. and Toyota Motor Corp. officials signed an agreement
Calif.
Fremont,
in
plant
scorers
were West for Murray,
GM
idled
at
an
to build front-wheel-drive cars
Five years ago: Lt. Col. William Higgins, an American officer serving with a United Nations truce monitoring group, was kidnapped in
southern Lebanon. (He was later slain by his captors.)
DEAR ABBY: Allen I not his real
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III met with Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin in Moscow, after which Baker name) and I have been happily
announced plans to aid former Soviet nuclear scientists and help Rus- married for nine years. We have no
children — by choice. I am 33 and
sia dismantle its nuclear weapons. In Milwaukee, serial killer Jeffrey Allen is 34. Our problem is Allen's
Dahmer was sentenced to life in prison.
parents. Whenever we get together
Today's Birthdays: Singer Marian Anderson is 91. Margaret Tru- with his parents, they start in with,
man Daniel is 69. Actor Hal Holbrook is 68. Actor Alan Bates is 59. "When are you two going to settle
Football hall-of-famer Jim Brown is 57. Actress Mary Ann Mobley is down and give us some grandchildren?" Allen is their only child, and
54. Basketball player Michael Jordan is 30.
when they start in with the "baby"
there
is
all
that's
lived
—
be
has
got
to
"Life
Today:
for
Thought
due time" or,
to it. At 70, I would say the advantage is that you take life more calm- talk, we tell them,"In but
the truth
working
on
it,"
"We're
Roosevelt
Eleanor
—
ly. You know that 'this, too, shall pass!".
of the matter is, we like our life the
(1884-1962).
way it is and don't want children.
We both are professionals and

Thomason for Ballard, Keith
York for Carlisle and Keith
Lovett for Calloway.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
has approved a four-man committee to meet with a similar committee from City of Murray on
ambulance services' issue. County members are Sid Easley,
Robert 0. Miller, K.B. McCuiston and Wayne Flora. City members are Melvin Henley, Roy
Starks and William Furches.
Mary Lucillle Arnold was
named as Black History Queen at
Murray High School. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Arnold.
Diane Wilson Ginn has been
named Valentine Queen by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Fonda Sue Adams and George
Barry Grogan were married Jan.

20 at Moscow Baptist Church,
Moscow, Ky.
Thirty years ago
Murray City Council passed a
resolution urging the establishment of a four-year nursing program at Murray State College.
Rob Gingles, agricultural representative of Bank of Murray,
has been named as Calloway
County Agricultural Chairman
for the Kentucky Bankers
Association.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Campbell.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High beat Hopkinsville and Calloway County
beat North Marshall. High team
scorers were Walter Blackburn
for Murray, Randolph for Hopkinsvillc, Larry Riley for Calloway, and King for North
Marshall.

Forty years ago
Sealed bids are being received
for the completion of the third
floor of the new high school
building on South Ninth Street,
according to W.Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City
Schools.
Nancy Wainscott, Jeannette
Huie, Ann Farmer, Jenelen
McKinney, Charles Scarbrough,
Fred Gardner, Walter Jones and
Pat Redden are pictured as members of the cast of an operetta to
be presented Feb. 23 and 24 by
Murray Training School at Little
Chapel at Murray State College.
Josiah Darnall is director.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Western Hilltoppers 77 to 67 in a basketball
game at a packed-house crowd at
Carr Health Building, MSC.
Beshear was high team scorer for
Murray.

Dear Abby
DEAR CHILDLESS: Don't flowers, the decea sed reti Lies t sqi
wait for them to see this. Tell that donations be made to her
them exactly what you've told church.
me — that you like your life the - Wanting to make a donation in
way it is. Not every couple need memory of my friend. but not %yawchildren to complete their lives. ing to give money to a church ol
And should you change your which I am not a member. I made a
minds in a few years, who donation to a charity that has long
knows what the future will been a favorite of mine. I asked that
have in store for you? You an acknowledgment be sent to my
appear to be happy and well- friend's family.
I have no idea if my friend had
adjusted. May it ever be thus.

are well-rewarded. We enjoy traveling and have seen not only the

United States, but Canada. Alaska.

the- Hawaiian

[stands. Europe,

South America and the Orient:
Allen's mother is now nagging us
to see a fertility expert about our
"problem" — she doesn't know there
is no problem.
I have never been disrespectful
to my elders, but I don't know how
much of their nagging I can take.
Perhaps if you print this, they'll see
it and recognize themselves, and
leave us alone. •
CHILDLESS BY CHOICE

any interest in this particular chari-

-DEAR ABBY: Recently a dear ty or not. Did I act in eiTor? Should
friend of mine passed away. Her I have contributed to my friend's
obituary indicated that in lieu of church as was suggested in the obitum)?
SECOND THOUGHTS

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ABBY: I am new in this
office. It seems the secretary whom
I replaced had been bugged for
years with a lot of pornographic literature. She had not ordered it and
didn't want it. so she just threw it
out as soon as she recognized the
plain brown envelope.
This is how I finally put a stop to
having all the garbage mailed to the
office. I marked "DECEASED"
across the envelope with a black
felt-tip pen and dropped it in the
mail chute.
JOYCE IN MC HENRY.ILL

CALVIN and HOBBES

rm 14AKING A

%ILL 8 CAU.ED
"NE

MONUMENTAL
ITEROIC SNOVi
SCULPTURE/

'
,IRV INSPIRING. VAIAAT
IT LOOK LIKE

YOU'RE
THROUGH ?

PERSEVERANCE

DEAR JOYCE: It wasn't necessary to "kill" anyone. You
could
have
marked
it
"REFUSED — RETURN TO
SENDER," and accomplished
your mission.
The U.S. Post Office has a kit
that will curb that problem. It is
available through local post
offices nationwide. The kit is
called the S.O.A. (Sexually Oriented Advertisements) Consumer Protection packet.

I
,os3 .alllOrson.fxstn1.44 t,, Unmnal P,e. Syn...

a.

CATHY
MOW
COULD
'THEY DO
THIS TO

430 CANT TAKE If PERSoNALty.
ONE DA4 I HAVE A BRILLIANT .4 OH LUKE ...THEY DIDN'T CO IT
CAREER ANO THE NETT DAY lAk1
TO YOU. THE WHOLE COUNTRY'S IT ISN'T ABOUT YOU. ITS ABOUT
308 IS ELIMINATED! HOW COULD
HURTING. L01'5 OF GREAT PEOPLE ALL Of US. WE'RE ALL IN IT TOGETHER, AND ITH IPJ IT WITH YOU.
110 DO 11415 10 ME, AVOREA ?!
ARE OUT Of WORK,

DEAR SECOND THOUGHTS:
Obviously, your conscience has
been gnawing at you. Since the
deceased requested that in lieu
of flowers, donations should be
made to her church, I think you
should have honored her
request instead of contributing
to a charity of your choice.

Dr. Gott

ME??!
"Well, Douglas!... I noticed during the exam
your eyes weren't exactly rotating this way and that."

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
YOU'RE UJC-KY,DAWN Yo..)
DON'T HRFTA Silfi=tEtA=OR
Roofvf WITH eomE SFURI
OF Fl torteSISTER!

APRIL IS,LIKE.X:rrAus,/ ir416

EVERVTHIN'.-IF I LEAVESOM-1-Hlr. ON THE FLoCR,

GHQEE IT.IF I Pursome-

THING DoWN • (TS
GONE.!

1. ,

JUST -lo KEEP HER COT
OF my STUFF, I NAFTA
KEE4'frty Roal Toy
}Ø

eUMF1F43

1 Soft food
4 Shoshonean

"TIME-•

TElI
04-

111111tio),
111.

11
los;
)

GARFIELD
I HAVE LOOKED

DANCIER IN THE
FACE AND

PRANK MILK THAT
WAS PAST THE
EXPIRATION PATE

LAUGHED'

Indians
8 Buddies
12 Rubber tree
13 Rational
14 Toward
shelter
15 Deface
16 Amuse
18 Lifts with
lever
20 Prepare for
print
21 Running
22 Arid
23 Kind of
collar
27 Cushion
29 Dawn
goddess
30 Confirm
31 Alternative
word
32 Vessel
33 Transfix
34 Red — a beet
1

3

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Become
aware
of
37 Edgar A. —
38 In music,
high
39 Tardy
40 Opening
41 At home
42 Bridge term
44 Chemical
compound
47 Banners
51 Hasten
52 Metal
53 Spirit
54 Sea eagle
55 Gorbachev's
"no"
56 "— Time,
Next Year"
57 Encountered

SPAR
ALP
SOLD
TONE
TA
OVER
RESIDE
CHALET
ELITE
ANI LE
SALT
OLLA
LINER
BUN
EGO
AS
AN
SOW
NEW
ALTER
APE

HOLE

2-17 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate

1 Subject to
persistent
questioning
2 Winglike
5

8

10 Hawaiian
wreath
11 DC notable
17 Japanese

3 Punctuation
mark
4 Employs
5 Sunburn
6 Goes in
7 Shabby
8 Model
9 — — carte

DOWN

4

RUST

SITAR
SPACE
RETIRE
HALTER
OWE
ERAS
I NEE
SENT
PEST
TED

7

9

8

10

measure

11

19 Printer's
measure
22 Speck
24 As far as
25 White House

office
13

14

)2•

UU

17

15
18UUU
18

19

20

21

PEANUTS
LINUS, PO ME A FAVOR
ASK THAT LITTLE RED-HAIREC
GIRL IF SHE EVER 601 THE
VALENTINE I SENT HER

5AY, KIP. THE TEACHER WANTS
TO KNOW WHY YOU'RE
CRAWLING OUT THE POOR.

UU

•

22

WIWI• kil

23

24

26

30

iii

31

25

34
lidUU

hil
Wil•

hymn
40 Carnival
highlights

38
hil
11

26 Bird's home
27 Take vote
28 Region
29 Vast age
30 Baker's
product
32 Gift
33 Burst
38 Near
.
37 Victoria
Principal
role
38 National

41

41 Exists

ill
42 il

44
Filill
51
54

1111

1111

WI

iiiiUUU

57

UU

43 Note of scale
44 Anglo-Saxon
Nave
45 Ireland
46 Lease
47 Transgress
48 Atternpt
49 Askew
50 Maki sheep

DEAR DR. GOTT:I recently underwent a PSA, a new blood test for detection of prostate cancer. I was told
a 10 was cause for concern and my
reading was 6.4. My urologist said
there are only one or two cancer cells
but he was very vague. Are one or two
cells nothing to worry about or will
they rapidly multiply? I do have a
positive family history for cancer.
DEAR READER:The prostate specific antigen blood test will undoubtedly revolutionize the early diagnosis
of prostate cancer. Excess quantities
(that vary, depending on individual
laboratories) are usually associated
with cancer cells (in the prostate
gland) that cannot ordinarily be detected during the rectal examination.
However — and this is a big however — some patients without prostate
cancer have elevated PSA levels.
Therefore, the amount of PSA will
usually govern the extent of the
investigation.
For example, in the lab your doctor
is using, a value of 10 is apparently
the cut-off point between normal and
abnormal. A patient with a PSA level
of 30 would be at high risk for cancer;
this would lead to a biopsy or, possibly, surgery to remove part of the

gland. On the other hand, a level of 6
or 7 should be repeated in a few
months to see if thete's been a change
—

assuming, of course, that your

prostate gland feels normal to the
doctor.
If a doctor suspects cancer, on the
basis of either an examination or an
elevated PSA, the next step is usually
a prostatic ultrasound, with or without biopsy.
I believe you misunderstood your
urologist. Cancer cells are ALWAYS
worrisome,even if they are present in
indectable numbers. If your doctor is
suspicious of a problem with your
prostate gland, he must look further,
with the tests I mentioned above. It's
more likely, though, that your PSA
does not reflect any underlying disease. Nonetheless, in my opinion, the
test should be repeated in six months.
nley,
se Itic
nig
practice ofm:
I In
healthy men who have slightly elevated PSA readings. I always refer these
patients to a urologist. More often
than not, little (if any)further testing
is required; the specialist is content to
monitor future blood tests.

